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ABSTRACT

There is an increasing demand for development of new sensors and sensor strategies for accurate detection and discrimination of various analytes. In this regard, colorimetric and fluorometric sensor approaches have attracted considerable attention, primarily because they represent facile and inexpensive analytical tools. In this dissertation, I discuss the design and application of sensors and sensor arrays using task-specific organic salts: ionic liquids (ILs) and a group of uniform materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS). As compared to typical ionic compounds, these two classes of organic salts exhibit relatively lower melting points due to bulky organic cations and/or anions. Interestingly, the physicochemical properties of these compounds can be easily tuned by altering either the cation or the anion. Furthermore, the respective ions of ILs and GUMBOS can be independently tailored in order to obtain specific functionalities. The first part of this dissertation provides a general discussion on ILs and GUMBOS. In addition, the principle and application of sensors and sensor arrays are discussed. The second part of this dissertation is primarily focused on four different studies, which involve design and application of task-specific organic salts for chemical and biochemical sensing. All four of these studies, which appear in Chapters 2-5, report on novel sensor or sensor array approaches with distinct advantages for analytical measurements.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Ionic Liquids and GUMBOS

Ionic compounds are a group of neural chemicals composed of ions with negative and positive charges. Typically, these compounds exhibit high melting points due to the formation of a stable three-dimensional lattice structure between the ions, which results from strong electrostatic interactions. As an example, NaCl has a melting point of ~800 °C. When the cations of NaCl are replaced with a bulky cation such as N-Methylimidazolium (MIm) ion, the melting point of MImCl decreases to 72 °C.\(^1\) The observed melting point of MImCl can be attributed to the ‘frustrated molecular packing’ of the ions.\(^2\) Compared to Na\(^+\), MIm\(^+\) ions are bulky and asymmetric, and therefore, they lack the ability to arrange themselves into a crystalline lattice with Cl\(^-\) ions, resulting in a drastic reduction in the melting point. A schematic representation of the change in ionic packing between NaCl and MImCl is given in Figure 1.1.

![Image of NaCl and MImCl packing](image-url)

Figure 1.1. A schematic illustrating the change in ion packing between NaCl and MImCl
This dissertation is primarily focused on two categories of low melting point organic salts found in the literature, i.e., ionic liquids (ILs) and a group of uniform materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS). ILs are organic salts with melting points below 100 °C. These ILs can also be separated into two groups according to their melting points. ILs which are liquid under ambient conditions are known as room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs). The remainder of ILs are classified as frozen ionic liquids (FILs) since they are solids at room temperature. A large number of cations and anions can be used to generate more than $10^{18}$ ILs. Some of the commonly used cations and anions to synthesize ILs are given in Figure 1.2.

The history of ILs dates back to the 1800s. In 1888, the first ionic liquid (IL), i.e., ethanolammonium nitrate (melting point 52-55 °C), was discovered by Gabriel and Weiner. Then, in 1914 Walden discovered ethylammonium nitrate (melting point 12 °C), which was credited as the “first IL” for a long period of time. Although there were few reports on ILs in the 1900s, little attention was paid to their chemistry primarily as a result of their low stability. In 1992, after Wilkes and Zaworotko developed an air- and water-stable imidazolium-based IL, there was a huge upsurge of interest in the synthesis and application of ILs.

Presently, ILs have been widely explored as novel materials primarily as a result of their exciting chemical and physical properties such as infinitesimal vapor pressure, broad electrochemical window, wide solubility and miscibility range, and most importantly the ability to tune their physicochemical properties by simply altering either the cation or the anion. Furthermore, due to these properties, ILs have shown promising applications in catalysis, synthesis, extraction, electrochemistry, mass spectrometry, separation science, spectroscopy, and chemical sensing.
Figure 1.2. A list of commonly used cations and anions to synthesize ILs
As mentioned above, the physicochemical properties of ILs can be tuned by simply varying either the cation or the anion. Moreover, the respective ions in ILs can be independently modified in order to obtain two different functionalities from both the cation and the anion. Over the last two decades, we have observed an increase in ILs, which contain unique functionalities based on their applications. The ILs that are engineered to serve a specific task, are often termed as “task-specific ionic liquids” (TSILs), which have been designed as magnetic, chiral, luminescent, and catalytic properties.

GUMBOS or a ‘group of uniform materials based on organic salts’ are a deviated group of ILs with melting points between 25 °C and 250 °C. Currently, the Warner research group is involved in the design and application of these materials. The properties of these materials are quite similar to ILs, and can also be tuned by changing their respective ions. The ions that are commonly used to synthesize GUMBOS are also used to design ILs. GUMBOS are always solids at ambient conditions, and therefore, can be converted into nanomaterials very easily. These nanomaterials, also known as nanoGUMBOS, have been designed for various applications such as biomedical imaging, chemotherapy, dye sensitized solar cells, organic light emitting diodes, and photothermal therapy. Overall, it is important to note that GUMBOS inherit similar traits from ILs, and applications of GUMBOS in various fields of science are still in their early stages. However, the use of GUMBOS has shown exceptional potential for expanding the limits of ionic-material applications for industrial and academic research.
1.2. Chemical Sensors

1.2.1. Chemical Sensor: Definition and Principle

A chemical sensor is a “self-contained device”\textsuperscript{65}, which is engineered to provide insights into the analytical parameters of a test sample in real time.\textsuperscript{66,67} In a chemical sensor, these analytical parameters are often used to gather information about the chemical composition of an analyte. Chemical sensors are usually designed to respond selectively or partially selectively to a desired analyte or a group of analytes through chemical interactions.

There are two functional steps in chemical sensing: recognition and transduction.\textsuperscript{65} In the recognition step, analytes interact with sensor elements in a (partially) selective manner. Usually, these sensor elements are tailor-made based on the type of analyte and the information required from the analyte. In the transduction step, chemical (or physical) changes that occur due to the interaction between sensor elements and analytes are converted into a measurable signal. In general, this signal is proportional to the concentration of the targeted analyte. A graphical representation of the chemical sensor’s function is given in Figure 1.3. In this figure, chemical change from the interaction between analytes and sensor elements are converted into light. The sensor element used in this figure is shown to be partially selective to the three analytes. Therefore, in the presence of multiple analytes, the signal intensity is altered. The blue analyte provides the highest sensitivity, whereas the sensor is not sensitive to the green analyte. Furthermore, the signal from the orange analyte may be considered interference.
1.2.2. Recognition

In a chemical sensor, two primary factors determine the efficiency of a sensing process: affinity and selectivity. As an example, consider a reversible-recognition process between two analytes and a sensor element. The two analytes (A1 and A2) and sensing element (S) interact to form two analyte-sensor complexes (P1 and P2).

\[
A_1 + S \rightleftharpoons P_1 ; \\ K_{a1} - \text{equilibrium constant}
\]

\[
A_2 + S \rightleftharpoons P_2 ; \\ K_{a2} - \text{equilibrium constant}
\]
Affinity of the sensor element towards each analyte can be estimated by quantifying the two equilibrium constants using the equation: 

\[ K_a = \frac{[P]}{[A][S]} \]

If the affinity of a sensor element towards an analyte is high, \( K_a \) is high, and *vice versa.* Also, the selectivity of the sensor element towards each analyte can be quantified using the ratio of the two equilibrium constants. When the equilibrium ratio, \( K_{a1}/K_{a2} \), is \( >> 1 \), then the sensor element display good selectivity towards analyte \( A_1 \), and *vice versa.*

There are multiple types of chemical sensors that depend on various recognition techniques. As mentioned earlier, recognition is based on types of interactions, and types of sensor elements used. The first type of recognition-based chemical sensors is known as ion sensors that are capable of detecting various ions based on their charge and type. The glass pH electrode, developed by Haber and Klemensiewicz, is credited as one of the first ion sensors.\(^6\)

Usually, ion recognition is achieved using a wide range of ionic materials with an opposite charge to analyte ions. Overall, the development of ion-selective sensors is an area of intense research.\(^6\)

Over the last few decades, a category of chemical sensors based on non-covalent interactions have attracted much interest among researches. These sensors achieve analyte recognition via multiple intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds, van der Waals, dipole-dipole and ionic interactions between sensor and analyte. These interactions are often weak, and therefore, sensor-analyte interactions are reversible. Various chemical sensors based on organic,\(^7\) organometallic,\(^7\) metal-organic\(^7\), and polymeric\(^7\) materials have been designed using this principle.
The third category of chemical sensors, termed biosensors, utilizes a biological or biochemical mechanism as the recognition system. Compared to the previous two categories, biosensors display extremely high selectivity and sensitivity toward analytes, and hence, have been a subject of intense research. Different types of materials, i.e. bioligands, have been used in biosensors. Some of the most common bioligands that have been reported to date include antibodies/antigens, enzymes, oligonucleotides, and aptamers.

The final group of recognition-based sensors is the sorption-based sensors. Sorption-based sensors are often used to sense gas and vapor. Usually, a chemically (partially) selective sensing material is coated on a transducer, which converts the physical interactions between analytes and the sensor material into an electrical signal. The sorption-based sensors can be further categorized into different groups based on transducers used. Few of the most commonly used transducers include chemicapacitors, chemiresistors, and acoustic wave devices. The quartz crystal microbalance is an example of one of the most commonly used acoustic wave devices.

1.2.3. Transduction

Transduction is the primary step used by sensors to generate a quantifiable signal as a result of chemical or physical changes that have occurred due to interactions between sensor elements and analytes. There are two types of transduction methods: chemical transduction and physical transduction. In chemical transduction, chemical changes that occur in the recognition step are monitored, whereas changes observed in a physical property, such as refractive index or mass of analyte, is monitored in the recognition process of physical transduction. In certain instances, however, none of the components involved in the sensing process generate a measurable
response upon interaction, and therefore, require labeling of either the analyte or the sensor. These labels generate a measurable signal upon interaction of analytes with the sensor elements. It is notable that the physical transduction methods do not require any labeling techniques for sensing.

Similar to the sensor categories observed based on sensor recognition, chemical sensors are also categorized according to the transduction methods employed in the sensing process. Among these categories electrochemical sensors, mass sensors, thermometric sensors, and photometric sensors have attracted the most interest among researchers. The work described in this document primarily focuses on the development of photometric sensors based on ILs and GUMBOS.

1.3. Photometric Sensors

Photometric or optical sensors involve the measurement of interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter. Common analytical methods that use this principle are known as spectroscopic techniques. Currently, various spectroscopic methods are employed, which use a wide range of wavelengths, to gather information about matter ranging from atomic levels to complex molecular structures.

Occasionally, the analyte itself is able to interact with the light, primarily because of its unique optical properties, which can be used to gather information about its chemical composition. However, on many occasions, information regarding analytes cannot be collected using only their optical properties. Therefore, chemically selective sensor materials are often employed to convert analytes into optically active sensor-analyte complexes. In a photometric sensor, the resulting sensor-analyte complexes are measured using a beam of light, which is
absorbed and/or emitted during analysis. In this document, two optical sensing strategies, UV-vis spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy, are employed. A brief overview of the two spectroscopic techniques is given below.

1.3.1. **UV-Vis Spectroscopy**

The ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy is an analytical technique which measures the molecular absorption of a chemical species in the UV-vis spectral region. When a beam of light passes through a sample, the intensity of light is decreased due to absorption. An absorbing analyte uses the energy of light to move from the ground state to an excited state of energy. The law that quantifies this attenuation of light is called Beer-Lambert’s law (Beer’s law). According to Beer’s law, the attenuation of a light beam \( \frac{I}{I_0} \) is proportional to two factors: the concentration of the analyte \( c \) and the distance traveled by the light through the sample (path length\( \cdot l \)). The graphical representation of attenuation of light in the presence of an absorbing analyte solution is given in Figure 1.4.

![Figure 1.4](image)

Figure 1.4. The attenuation of a light beam in the presence of an analyte solution
Furthermore, attenuation of a light beam can also be given as transmittance ($T$), which is the fraction of incident radiation transmitted through the sample analyte (Equation 1.1). The absorbance ($A$) of an analyte is equal to the negative value of the logarithmic transmittance, which is provided in the Equation 1.2. Consequently, the absorbance of an analyte is also proportional to its concentration and path length.

\[
\frac{I}{I_0} = T \tag{1.1}
\]

$I_0$ – Intensity of incident light

$I$ – Intensity of transmitted beam

\[
A = -\log T \tag{1.2}
\]

\[
A \propto c \quad ; \quad A \propto l \tag{1.3}
\]

According to the Equation 1.3, absorbance decreases with increasing concentration of analyte and/or path length. Therefore, the two parts of the Equation 1.3 can be combined to obtain the Equation 1.4.

\[
A = kcl \tag{1.4}
\]

In the Equation 1.4, $k$ is the proportionality constant called absorptivity. Since, absorbance is unit-less, $k$ is given in mol$^{-1}$ L cm$^{-1}$, if $c$ is in mol L$^{-1}$ and $l$ is in cm, and therefore, $k$ is known as molar absorptivity ($\varepsilon$). Then, Equation 1.4 can be rewritten as Equation 1.5. Molar absorptivity is dependent on the analyte and the wavelength.

\[
A = \varepsilon cl \tag{1.5}
\]
According to Equation 1.5 (Beer-Lambert’s law), the absorbance of an analyte can be quantified if the three terms of the equation are known. Using a UV-vis spectrophotometer, the intensity of absorbance with respect to wavelength, also known as the absorption spectrum, is measured in the UV-vis region. UV-vis spectrophotometer is often used as a quantitative tool to calculate the concentration of an analyte or a group of analytes using a calibration curve. In UV-vis spectrophotometry, a beam of polarized light is used to measure absorbance. Usually, a beam of polarized light is obtained using a monochromator. A schematic representation of a UV-vis spectrophotometer is given in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. A schematic representation of a UV-vis spectrophotometer
1.3.2. Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectroscopy is an analytical technique that measures the fluorescence of a chemical species, typically, in the visible spectral region. Fluorescence is categorized as one of the two forms of luminescence, also known as a process which involves the emission of photons from an electronically excited state. In fluorescence, the emission of photons occurs due to relaxation between the $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ energy states. Radiative and non-radiative transitions between electronic states that are accompanied with fluorescence are illustrated using a Jablonski diagram in Figure 1.6. In this diagram, singlet electronic states are denoted as $S$, whereas the triplet states are denoted as $T$. The characteristic times for those transitions are also given in Figure 1.6.

![Jablonski diagram with characteristic times](image)

Figure 1.6. Perrin-Jablonski diagram, and characteristic times for various electronic transitions.
The two modes of luminescence, fluorescence and phosphorescence, are initiated through the electronic excitation of a fluorophore by absorption of light. At room temperature, a majority of molecules are at the lowest vibrational energy level of $S_0$. Therefore, absorption of photons typically promotes those molecules from $S_0$ to higher vibrational energy levels of either $S_1$ or $S_2$. According to the Frank-Condon principle, time of absorption is too short for significant changes in the positions of nuclei. Following absorption, the molecules are rapidly relaxed to the lowest (or to a lower) vibrational level of $S_1$ via non-radiative processes such as internal conversion and vibrational relaxation. The radiative transition of molecules from $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ is called fluorescence.

Another possible non-radiative transition occurs from $S_1 \rightarrow T_1$, which is known as intersystem crossing. It should be noted that intersystem crossing happens between two isoenergetic vibrational levels of different multiplicities (e.g. between a singlet state and a triplet state). The radiative emission taking place from $T_1 \rightarrow S_0$ is termed as phosphorescence. Intersystem crossing as well as phosphorescence is spin-forbidden, and therefore, rate of phosphorescence is much lower compared to fluorescence. However, due to spin-orbit coupling, these transitions are often possible.

The instrument that is used to measure fluorescence changes is known as spectrofluorometer (Figure 1.7). A Spectrofluorometer consists of a light source (e.g. xenon lamp), monochromators for excitation and emission wavelengths, and a detector (e.g. photomultiplier tubes or photodiode). The first monochromator is used to select the excitation wavelengths ranging from 200 – 900 nm. Photons emitted from the sample are collected at a right angle to the excitation light beam, and passed to a detector through a second monochromator.
Figure 1.7.  A schematic representation of a spectrofluorometer

Usually, fluorescence emission is sensitive to the microenvironment of the fluorophore. Moreover, fluorophores that display fluorescence changes due to specific changes in their microenvironment are used as probes in various applications. Small variations in the parameters such as polarity, viscosity, pH, temperature, surrounding ions, and quenchers of the microenvironment can cause significant spectral changes of a fluorescence probe. The spectral changes, which include absorption/emission peak(s) and their patterns, stoke shift, quantum yield, and fluorescence lifetime are used to study the structure and dynamics of various chemical and biological systems. Fluorescence probes are categorized into two primary groups: intrinsic probes, and extrinsic probes. The extrinsic probes can be further categorized into two groups: covalently bound probes, and associating probes. Each of these categories exhibits advantages and disadvantages, and therefore, should be selected based on application.
1.4. Chemical Sensor Arrays

1.4.1. General Definition

In the past, sensor arrays were recognized as assemblies of sensors that are used to obtain analytical information of a test sample in real time. Usually, the sensors in a sensor array are exposed to a sample of interest and the collective response of these sensors is treated as the sensor array response. The collective response of a sensor array is often termed as a “sensor response pattern”. Ideally, different analytes should provide distinct response patterns, which enable the detection and discrimination of those analytes.

Over the last few decades, chemical sensor arrays have been widely explored as analytical tools for aqueous- and gas-phase analytes. Sensor arrays that are designed for gas-phase sensing applications are known as electronic noses, whereas sensor arrays that are used in aqueous-phase sensing applications are termed electronic tongues. In 1994, Gardner and Bartlett proposed a definition for the term electronic nose. According to their definition an electronic nose is: “an instrument which comprises an array of electronic chemical sensors with partial specificity and an appropriate pattern recognition system, capable of recognizing simple or complex orders”. This definition can be slightly adapted to create a general definition for chemical sensor arrays as given below.

*A chemical sensor array is an analytical device, containing an assembly of cross-reactive sensor elements coupled to a pattern recognition tool, which is designed to detect and discriminates simple and complex analyte mixtures*
1.4.2. Why Chemical Sensor Arrays?

Chemical selectivity is the most important parameter in the designing step of a chemical sensor. Biosensors such as enzymes and antibodies, which are found in nature, often display excellent selectivity and sensitivity toward a particular analyte. These sensors typically employ a “lock-and-key” approach in molecular recognition which requires specific binding interactions.\(^{117,120}\) Therefore, design of highly selective sensors often involves imitation of such sensors. Over the years, researchers have made huge strides in designing selective sensors. However, despite considerable success in designing selective sensors, the fabrication of extremely selective sensors is practically a very challenging task.\(^{117}\)

Researchers have proposed an alternate nature-inspired non-specific binding approach to bypass the design difficulties that arise during fabrication of selective sensors. Mammalian sensory processes such as olfaction and gustation employ differential receptors in nose and tongue respectively.\(^{121}\) In mammalian olfaction, upon binding of an odorant molecule to an olfactory receptor, an electrical signal is passed from the receptor to brain through a neuron. Then, this electrical signal is transduced into a sense of smell and identified by the brain. As mentioned previously, chemical sensor arrays are also designed to mimic mammalian olfactory and gustatory processes. Therefore, chemical sensor arrays also contain an array of partially-selective sensors, which are also known as differential sensors primarily due to their non-specific binding with analytes.\(^{120}\) Furthermore, these sensor arrays are usually coupled to a pattern recognition system that acts as a brain in analyte recognition. Due to functional similarities between noses or tongues and intelligent sensor arrays, these devices are termed as electronic noses or tongues respectively.\(^{118,121}\)
A graphical representation of lock-and-key sensors versus differential/non-selective sensors is provided in Figure 1.8. In this figure, both types of sensors are represented as colorimetric sensors. As shown in the figure, the sensor which employs the lock-and-key principal to bind with the analyte is very selective towards its analyte, and hence, there is only one possible outcome. By contrast, the second sensor uses a non-selective binding approach, and therefore, the sensor responses are dependent on the analyte. Sensor arrays typically employ sensors with non-selective binding interactions. Usually, these sensors are capable of binding to various types of analytes via multiple intermolecular interactions, generating differential sensor responses.

Figure 1.8. A graphical representation of a sensor which employs (A) lock-and-key method vs (B) non-specific bonding
1.4.3. General Operating Principal of Chemical Sensor Arrays

The general operating principle of sensor arrays is described using Figure 1.9. In this figure, a sensor array is used to detect and discriminate three different analyte samples. Each sample contains multiple analytes, and certain analytes are common in multiple samples. The sensor array is composed of four individual sensor elements, which display non-specific binding toward analytes.

After the exposure to different samples, the sensor elements in the array bind with various types of analytes depending on their affinity towards those analytes. As an example, the first two sensors in the sensor array are capable of binding to more than one analyte present in Sample 2. However, those two sensors display higher affinities towards the red analyte compared to the other two. Therefore, the red analyte is bound to the first two sensors in the sensor array-analyte complex. As given in Figure 1.9, each sensor array-analyte complex is responsible for a unique sensor response patterns. These response patterns may contain both qualitative and quantitative information about each sample. The response patterns act as a fingerprint signal for each analyte sample, and therefore, can be used for sample discrimination.

The pattern recognition step that is involved in sensor arrays is often achieved by statistical techniques. As an example, sensor array responses are often discriminated using statistical tools such as multivariate data analysis (e.g. principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis) or artificial neural network. As mentioned earlier, the recognition step in mammalian sensors is done by brain. Consequently, the pattern recognition tools that are used in sensor array applications are often termed artificial brains.
Overall, we observe an ever-increasing demand in design and application of various types of chemical sensor arrays for different applications. Chemical sensor arrays have shown promising qualities and advantages as compared to traditional analytical methods over a wide range of applications. A few of these advantages and applications are discussed in more detail in Chapters 2, 4, and 5.

Figure 1.9. A schematic representation of the operation of a chemical sensor array
1.5. Scope of the Dissertation

The overall objective of this thesis research was to develop task-specific organic salts for chemical and biochemical sensing. These functional materials can be classified into two categories: (i) room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) which remain in liquid state at room temperature and (ii) a group of uniform materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS) with melting points between 25 to 250 °C. This dissertation consists of four different research studies, with distinct advantages for analytical measurements.

In Chapter 2, ionic liquid (IL)-based colorimetric sensor arrays were developed using a series of 12 different indicator dye-based hydrophobic ILs for detection of chemicals in both aqueous and vapor phases. The use of ILs in such sensor arrays overcomes certain limitations that are associated with the current colorimetric sensor arrays, which is the primary advantage of this approach. A total of four matrices including filter papers, cotton threads, silica thin layer chromatography (TLC) plates, and alumina TLC plates were used in fabricating the sensor arrays. Furthermore, this chapter describes fabrication of a wearable personal sensor arrays by using cotton threads as matrices without requiring any expensive pretreatments of the threads. These wearable arrays may be incorporated into bandages, sweatbands, diapers, and similar systems.

Third Chapter involves fabrication of an IL-based sensor for highly selective and sensitive detection of serum albumin. In this project, fluorescein-based IL nanodroplets were used as a label-free fluorescent probe. The IL molecules in these nanodroplets were found to coexist as a mixture of strongly fluorescent monomers and weakly fluorescent molecular aggregates. The relative abundance of these two species (i.e. monomers and aggregates) was
found to be dependent on the type and concentration of proteins. In the presence of HSA, the fluorescence signal increased due to the predominance of the monomeric forms, and an excellent correlation between fluorescence intensity and protein concentration was obtained.

The forth chapter of this dissertation demonstrates fabrication of a virtual colorimetric sensor array using a single IL. In this study, four different concentrations of an indicator dye-based IL sensor were used for accurate discrimination of similar organic solvents and solvent mixtures. The examination of UV-visible spectra of the IL sensor in different alcohols display two absorption bands, and the absorbance ratio of these two bands were found to be extremely sensitive to solvent polarity.

In Chapter 5, a GUMBOS-based fluorometric sensor array approach was developed using a series of four different 6-(p-toluidino)-2-naphthalenesulfonate (TNS)-based organic salts for detection and discrimination of proteins. The physicochemical properties of these GUMBOS were tuned by varying the counter cation of these sensors, and therefore, exhibited a differential fluorescence response depending on the protein composition of the analyte sample. Furthermore, this sensor approach was used to discriminate protein mixtures at different concentration levels. Overall, these four studies demonstrate that ILs and GUMBOS are promising materials, which enable the development of advanced sensor strategies, for both gas- and liquid-phase sensing applications.
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CHAPTER 2: IONIC LIQUID-BASED OPTOELECTRONIC SENSOR ARRAYS
FOR CHEMICAL DETECTION*

2.1. Introduction

Over the last several decades, electronic devices that can mimic human olfactory and gustatory processes have attracted considerable attention amongst researchers. These artificial electronic noses and tongues, which are often defined as intelligent chemical array sensor systems, are emerging as rapid, low-cost, and sensitive tools for chemical analysis, as compared to traditional more expensive instrumentation such as gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy (GC/MS). Among the current electronic nose and tongue technologies, optoelectronic noses and tongues fabricated by use of an array of different dyes, which change colors based on intermolecular interactions (acid-base, dipole-dipole, and π-π), have shown higher chemical selectivity and sensitivity as compared to other types of sensor arrays. This advantage has generated intense interest among a number of research groups to develop colorimetric sensor arrays for a wide range of applications. Among such studies, work conducted by Suslick and co-workers can be identified as quite inspirational. For example, the studies by these authors include detection and identification of chemically diverse analytes using sensor arrays fabricated by immobilization of hydrophobic water-insoluble dyes onto hydrophobic membranes or incorporating chemically-sensitive dyes into nanoporous silica microspheres. A colorimetric sensor array using reversed phase silica gel plates as a matrix has also been developed by Huang et al. for evaluation of freshness of fish. In addition, incorporation of

various dyes into inorganic materials such as silica, alumina, and UVM-7 in order to monitor the aging of chicken meat has been reported by Salinas et al.\textsuperscript{10}

Fabrication of optoelectronic tongues or colorimetric-taste sensor arrays, which are capable of operating in aqueous environments, is inherently challenging due to interferences from water. For aqueous-phase analysis, the sensor arrays should be relatively hydrophobic in order to avoid dissolution of the arrays. Despite considerable success in this field, current colorimetric sensor arrays are limited with regard to their ability to detect compounds in aqueous samples. The primary reason is that dyes which are used for aqueous-phase analysis should be hydrophobic and thus highly insoluble in water. Therefore, the number of dyes which fulfill this criterion are very limited. Moreover, this approach eliminates the ability to use the same dyes in both optoelectronic noses and tongues. In addition, the matrix/substrate on which the dyes are immobilized is required to be highly hydrophobic. Thus, the requirement of a specialized hydrophobic surface adds an additional constraint to the number of applications for a particular sensor array. Therefore, a proper choice of matrix is also important in successful fabrication of such sensor arrays. We note that there has recently been a burgeoning interest in using cotton threads as a matrix to immobilize dyes or other chemically active species. This interest is primarily due to inherent advantages such as facile, low-cost, low-volume, and excellent materials for displaying colorimetric results.\textsuperscript{16,17} Natural cotton threads are hydrophobic due to the presence of a surface wax, and hence have low wettability.\textsuperscript{16,18} Therefore, an expensive pretreatment such as plasma oxidation is required to allow adequate staining or wicking with aqueous dyes.\textsuperscript{17,19} Otherwise, a specialized hydrophilic cotton thread is required for fabrication, which limits the applicability of the matrix.
As low melting organic salts,\textsuperscript{20} ionic liquids (ILs), often have virtually no vapor pressure. These compounds are considered excellent alternatives to conventional organic solvents. Favorable properties of these liquid salts include good thermal stability, wide liquid temperature range, considerable ionic conductivity, a broad electrochemical window, and a wide solubility and miscibility range.\textsuperscript{21,22} In addition, ILs can be designed or tuned for specific applications by altering either the cation or anion. In addition, ILs have recently been demonstrated to be excellent sensing materials for a number of different applications.\textsuperscript{23-30} For example, Zeng and co-workers\textsuperscript{23} have utilized a number of room temperature ILs (RTILs) to design a QCM sensor array for detection of organic vapors at high temperature.\textsuperscript{24} Recently, a few parallel studies on development of sensor arrays based on ILs have also been reported.\textsuperscript{25,26} Baker and co-workers\textsuperscript{27} have recently synthesized a class of luminescent ILs using a pyranine anion, and have used these ILs for sensitive detection of alkylamines. Wang and coworkers\textsuperscript{28,29} have demonstrated the potential use of ILs as fluorescence probes for highly sensitive detection of proteins. Over the last several years, ILs derived from indicator dyes have also been the focus of many studies. For example, Branco and Pina\textsuperscript{30} have reported a series of photochromic ILs derived from methyl orange, and have showed that the photochromic response of these ILs can be tuned by simply changing the cation. In addition, the sensing performance of IL-modified dyes derived from methyl orange and methyl red, toward acids in aqueous and non-aqueous media have been reported by Zhang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{14}

Despite many of the aforementioned outstanding properties of ILs, their use in colorimetric sensor arrays remains largely unexplored. Herein, we outline the development of an IL-based optoelectronic sensor array, and demonstrate its applicability for prediction of values of pH in aqueous solution, detection of acidic and basic vapors, as well as discrimination of
complex mixtures such as aqueous samples containing dissolved smoke from various brands of cigarettes. A series of 12 different ILs, all employing $[P_{66614}]$ as the counter ion, were synthesized from anionic dyes via a metathesis reaction. The pairing of $[P_{66614}]$ cation with the dye anions imparted considerable hydrophobicity to the resultant ILs. As a result, these ILs were insoluble in aqueous solution, and thus exhibited reduced interferences from humidity. More importantly, it was found that these ILs do not require a specialized hydrophobic matrix as is normally required for analyses of aqueous samples using this approach. These ILs were immobilized on four commonly available matrices including silica and alumina TLC plates, filter papers, and cotton threads, which allowed successful fabrication of sensor arrays. Furthermore, the sensor arrays fabricated by use of cotton threads as matrices did not require expensive pretreatments or specialized cotton threads. The use of cotton threads as a sensor matrix is a promising approach for preparation of inexpensive wearable sensor arrays. In order to accurately identify the analytes, predictive models were developed using principal component analysis (PCA) and discriminant analysis. The resubstitution and cross-validation methods were used to assess the predictive accuracy of the models.

2.2. Experimental Section

2.2.1. Materials

All 12 indicator dyes (Phenol red (PR), Brilliant yellow (BY), Bromocresol green (BCG), $m$-cresol purple (mCP), Methyl Orange (MO), Methyl red (MR), p-Xylanol blue (Xyl), Bromophenol blue (BPB), Thymolphthalein (Thy), phenolphthalein (FFT), Chlorophenol red (ClR) and Bromothymol blue (BTB)), trihexyl-(tetradecyl)phosphonium chloride $[P_{66614}]$ [Cl] (≥95%), ethanol (EtOH), and dichloromethane (DCM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used as received. The 12 pH indicator dyes that are used in this study can be considered as very common choices for traditional colorimetric sensor arrays.\textsuperscript{10,31,32} Triply deionized water (18.2 M\(\Omega\) cm) from an Elga model PURELAB ultra water-filtration system was used for preparation of all buffer systems. Three brands of commercially available cigarettes (Marlboro\textsuperscript{®} red, Crowns\textsuperscript{®}, and Camel\textsuperscript{®} Turkish domestic blend) were purchased from a local grocery store and used as received for smoke identification purposes.

2.2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of ILs

The ILs used in these studies were prepared using a previously reported anion exchange procedure.\textsuperscript{33,34} Briefly, as an example, a mixture of NaMO and P\textsubscript{66614}Cl with a 1:1 mole ratio was dissolved in DCM-water (5:1 v/v) mixture, and stirred overnight. Afterwards, the DCM layer was washed with water several times in order to remove the NaCl byproduct. The resultant IL product, [P\textsubscript{66614}][MO], was obtained after removing DCM and water \textit{in vacuo}. Other ILs were prepared using a similar procedure where the sodium salt of each indicator dye was coupled with the [P\textsubscript{66614}] cation to obtain the desired products. Finally, all ILs were characterized using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV–Vis), and electron spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). The resulted ILs showed weak or no fluorescence. Examination of results obtained from ESI-MS, when performed in both positive and negative ion modes, indicated exact masses corresponding to the respective cations and anions present in a given IL, thus confirming formation of the product. The presences of [P\textsubscript{66614}] cation and pH indicator anion in the ILs were further confirmed by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR and FTIR spectra.
2.2.3. Preparation of IL Sensor Arrays Using TLC and Filter Paper Matrices

The twelve synthesized ILs were individually dissolved into ethanol to obtain twelve different 1.0 mM solutions of each IL. Each of these solutions was then spotted as a single spot onto a 25 mm x 25 mm matrix surface to obtain a 12-spot IL sensor array, and the resulting sensor array was kept in a desiccator for 24-48 hours. A schematic of the preparation of the sensor array is shown in Scheme 2.1.

![Scheme 2.1. Schematic representation of the preparation of IL sensor array on TLC and filter paper-based matrices](image)

2.2.4. Preparation of an IL Sensor Array Using Cotton Thread Matrix

In order to stain the natural white cotton threads, 10 mM solution of IL was prepared by dissolving pure IL in DCM. Then 10 mL of each solution was placed in a U-tube and the cotton threads were passed through the tube and wound around a different spool. A schematic representation of this staining procedure is shown in Scheme 2.2. Afterwards, the IL-stained threads were sewn onto a cotton fabric template using a Singer (model number-7258) sewing machine.
Scheme 2.2. Schematic representation for the staining procedure of the cotton threads with ILs. A 10 mM solution of IL in DCM was used to stain the natural white cotton threads. Slow constant wounding of the cotton threads yields an evenly coated stained cotton thread spool.

2.2.5. Preparation and Analyses of Aqueous Solutions of Cigarette Smoke

Aqueous solutions of cigarette smoke were freshly prepared using a custom-made device (Scheme 2.3). This apparatus was fabricated to achieve three main goals: 1) to provide the suction necessary to extract smoke from the cigarette, 2) to collect the cigarette smoke in a closed environment, and 3) to supply an aqueous medium for dissolution of the cigarette smoke. A 1-liter-plastic bottle was drilled from the lid and a side, and a one inch rubber tube with a cap was attached to each hole. The hole on the side of the wall was drilled in such a manner as to retain only 350 mL of aqueous layer in the bottle. The bottle was filled with triply deionized water, and the cigarette to be analyzed was fixed into the hole of the lid and sealed by using
parafilm. Later, the cigarette smoke was collected after lighting the cigarette followed by releasing the cap from the side-wall outlet. The collected cigarette smoke was dissolved into 350 mL of the residual distilled water by vigorously shaking the bottle for five minutes, and the system allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes. Finally, the sensor array fabricated by using the filter paper matrix was inserted into a 10 mL portion of the aqueous layer for five minutes in order to obtain color changes that correlate with a particular cigarette brand. In these studies, seven cigarettes of each brand were analyzed.

Scheme 2.3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used to prepare aqueous solution of cigarette smoke. This technique applies the same suction to all the cigarettes tested. Cigarette was completely burned out before water level reached 350 mL mark.
2.2.6. Development of Predictive Models for Identification of Chemical Substance

The goal of this study is to use the developed sensor arrays to identify chemical substances accurately and consistently, and as efficiently and as quickly as possible. To accomplish this goal, the information contained on a sensor array can be quantified and processed using a predictive model. Quantitative models can be automated, improving efficiency and timeliness, and their use removes inconsistencies in the prediction process that can result from subjective assessment of qualitative information. In addition, the accuracy of predictive models can be quantified. When more than one potential model is available, such accuracy measures allow for comparisons of models and the selection of the best model from a set of competing models. There are several approaches to quantifying a model’s predictive accuracy. One approach is to use the model to classify the observations that were used in constructing the model and calculate the proportions of observations correctly and incorrectly classified. In the SAS documentation and output this is called the resubstitution method, and the resulting estimate of the error rate is called the apparent error rate. This method is easily implemented, but it tends to overstate the predictive ability of the model. That is, the estimated error rates tend to be too low and the estimated accuracy rates too high. This stems from the fact that the data being classified were used to construct the model. The model therefore tends to do a better job of classification for that dataset than it would for other datasets in general. An approach that gets around this problem is the cross-validation method. Using cross-validation, each observation in the dataset is classified using a model that is constructed from a dataset that excludes the observation to be classified. This method is more complicated to implement, but has the advantage of providing more reasonable, less biased estimates of the correct and incorrect classification rates of a model. Finally, predictive models can be updated as more information becomes available. To improve a
model’s accuracy and reliability, it can be updated using additional data for chemical substances that are already in the model’s substance database. To broaden a sensor array’s applicability, the predictive model’s chemical substances database can be expanded by updating the model with data for new substances.

To quantify the information contained on a sensor array, the array is optically scanned. The color of each spot on the array is quantified by determining the red, green, and blue (RGB) components comprising that color. Each of these color components is represented by an integer value ranging from 0 to 255. Since a sensor array contains twelve spots, the scanning process generates 36 numeric values each time the array is scanned. Because of potential variation in spot-color intensities from one sensor array to another, an array is scanned twice i.e. before it is exposed to any substance, and then after it has been exposed to a substance to be identified. This results in 72 numeric values for a given array, 36 values taken before exposure and 36 values taken after exposure. The pre-exposure scan provides baseline values by which the post-exposure scan values can be adjusted. Specifically, the pre-exposure RGB component for a given spot is subtracted from the corresponding post-exposure RGB component. This type of adjustment removes the array-to-array variability from the measurement, decreasing the variability in spot intensities for a given analyte and thereby improving the quality and predictive ability of the data. The resulting 36 differences are then used as variables in a predictive model.

The sensor array is the scientifically developed instrument by which measurements are obtained on a chemical substance (i.e. analyte). A predictive model then takes these measurements, and uses them together to generate a prediction about the identity of the analyte. Statistical analysis is used to develop this predictive model, using experimental sensor array data for which the analytes are known. Once the model has been developed, it can be used to identify
analytes for which it has been developed by exposing a sensor to the analyte whose identity is unknown and processing the resulting data using the model, generating a prediction.

Discriminant analysis was used to develop statistical models using the sensor array data obtained from these experiments. Two approaches were used in constructing the discriminant models. The first approach utilized as predictor variables all of the original 36 RGB color differences described above. The second approach utilized a smaller number of new variables, constructed from the original 36 variables via PCA.

The discriminant model uses estimates of certain underlying distributional characteristics in its calculations. The two main categories of parametric discriminant models being used here are linear and quadratic discriminant models. Quadratic discriminant models are more generally appropriate, but require more data to fit. Linear discriminant models require less data to fit, but are appropriate in less general circumstances. The question of whether a linear discriminant model is adequate in a given situation is a statistical question that is answered in the context of the discriminant analysis model-building process. The problem is that if there is not enough data to fit a quadratic discriminant model, there will not be enough data to perform the statistical analysis to answer the question of whether a linear discriminant model is adequate. In some cases, there may not even be enough observations to fit a linear discriminant model. In situations where there is enough data to a linear discriminant model but not enough to fit a quadratic model, one approach is to fit a linear discriminant model, and to issue the disclaimer that there is not enough data to formally test whether a quadratic model would be better. Another way to get through the problem is to reduce the dimensionality of the predictor space, either by using only a subset of the measured predictor variables, or by constructing a small number of new variables based on the original measured variables. When the number of predictor variables is small
enough relative to the number of observations within the each classification group, the process alluded to above for choosing between quadratic and linear discriminant models can be performed. Choosing a subset of variables to use can be problematic. As an example in the current context, some variables may be important for identifying certain analytes, while other variables may be important for identifying other analytes. Alternatively, PCA can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the predictor variable space while at the same time using all of the original variables. If a small number of principal components account for a sufficiently large proportion of the variability in the original variables, and if the various groups are sufficiently separated with respect to those principal components, then they may be effective as predictors in a discriminant model. All statistical analyses for this paper were generated using version 9.3 of the SAS System. All statistical analyses for this study were generated using version 9.3 of the SAS System.35

2.3. Results and Discussion

The commercially available indicator dyes were modified by incorporating the counter cation, [P66614], which has often been designated as a ‘universal liquifier’ within the ionic liquid community.27 This cation induces hydrophobic properties to the ILs as well as transforms the physical state, of all 12 indicator dyes, from high melting solids to viscous liquids or low melting solids (Figure A1).27,34 Because of the resultant hydrophobic characteristics, these ILs are very compatible for detection of analytes dissolved in aqueous medium. In addition, these ILs exhibited reduced interferences from humidity, which has been recognized as an important factor in vapor sensing. In aggregate, this approach allows selection of dyes for sensor arrays without considering hydrophobicity as the selection criterion. In principle, liquids serve as better sensory materials than solids mainly due to the rapid diffusion of analytes.36 Therefore, these IL-based
sensors are expected to show higher sensitivity and faster response than a traditional dye-based sensor, which can be attributed to easy accessibility of all dye molecules to the analytes.

For sensing applications involving chemosensory pigments, there are basically two primary considerations: 1) analytes must be able to easily access the dyes, and 2) the dye must be immobilized onto a porous or permeable host material in order to avoid leaching of the dye.\textsuperscript{37} Thus, selecting a host material should not be limited by the pigments of the sensor array. In addition, when designing a facile and inexpensive sensor, the selected host material or matrix should be readily available. The host matrix should also be selected according to the desired application. In this study, we have used $[P_{66614}]$-based ILs, which are reported to possess good permeability towards gases,\textsuperscript{38} and are excellent dyes for sensing studies. Additionally, we have used four different matrices including silica and alumina TLC plates, filter papers, and cotton threads depending on the application. Also, these matrices are known to be readily available and relatively inexpensive. Figure 2.1 is a schematic representation of the four IL sensor arrays fabricated using these matrices. Moreover, these four materials were found to be effective in immobilizing the ILs without leaching during aqueous-phase analysis.

Compared to a traditional pH paper, pH meter or a colorimetric sensor (which use just a single dye to identify analytes), the discriminatory power of colorimetric sensor arrays are found to be extremely higher.\textsuperscript{3} In this study, our IL sensor arrays were composed of 12 sensor elements, where each element is a three dimensional vector (RGB). Therefore, each analyte is represented as a 36-dimensional vector. Because of the high dimensionality of our sensor arrays, it is expected to display extraordinarily high levels of chemical discrimination which is extremely useful in the discrimination of closely-related analytes or complex sample mixtures. Compared to the traditional techniques, the data obtained by these colorimetric sensor arrays can
Figure 2.1. Photonic IL sensor arrays (A) fabricated on (i) silica (ii) alumina and (iii) filter paper and their respective (B) digital images. (C) Cotton thread spools stained with chemosensory ILs (P refers to $[P_{66614}]^+$ ion). (D) Sensor array fabricated from IL-stained threads (i) by using a sewing machine and a (ii) hand-stitched ‘warner research’ logo (continues through pages 48-50)
be accurately analyzed by use of predictive models which is tremendously important in real time analysis of analyte mixtures.

### 2.3.1. Choice of Matrix

Our first choice as a host matrix was silica TLC plates. Due to exposed hydroxyl groups, the surface of silica is slightly acidic. Therefore, some of our chemosensory ILs tended to exhibit acidic colors on this blank sensor. As a result, such a sensor would be excellent for detection of basic vapors. In comparison to a silica surface, an alumina TLC matrix has a neutral pH due to the amphoteric properties of alumina. Therefore, ILs deposited on this surface tend to maintain their neutral color, which should make this matrix a good choice for detection over the entire range of pH values. Our third matrix of choice is a glass microfiber filter paper. A filter paper matrix provides greater flexibility over silica and alumina matrices because it can be folded and twisted without damaging the matrix. In addition, exploration of paper-based matrices such as filter paper would allow printing of sensor arrays. Finally, we employed cotton threads to develop the sensor arrays. We note that the potential for using these cotton threads as matrices in microfluidic devices has been recently reported\textsuperscript{16,17}. In general, dewaxing techniques are employed on natural cotton threads in order to produce wettability, and hence to allow staining or wicking of aqueous dyes\textsuperscript{16-18}. In this study, dewaxing of cotton threads, by expensive pretreatments such as plasma oxidation, was not required in order to dewax the cotton threads due to hydrophobic characteristic of the ILs. The use of threads as matrices for fabricating sensor arrays has several advantages over many other matrices. First, thread is inexpensive, broadly available, and easy-to-handle. In addition, a sensor array fabricated from cotton thread is flexible, lightweight and has very low volume. These properties allow easy transport and storage. As a result of the low volume of thread, a complex sensor array can be fabricated onto a very
small volume by use of a sewing machine. Thus, chemosensory IL-stained threads should be applicable to developing wearable sensors. Consequently, potential application areas of such sensors include bandages, sweatbands, headbands, diapers, and other similar matters. Moreover, these arrays can be incorporated into a garment similar to applications using radiation badges. Thus, wearable materials with potential military applications are a distinct possibility.

For a successful colorimetric sensor array, the matrix material and dyes should be chemically and physically stable in order to provide reasonable shelf life. The four sensor arrays that we describe in this study have excellent stabilities over a four-week period when covered with aluminum foil and stored in a desiccator. Therefore, due to flexibility in selecting a matrix when using chemosensory ILs, one can select from a variety of very stable matrices with controllable accessibility for a given set of analytes.

2.3.2. Digital Image Maps and Difference Maps

The accumulation of colorimetric sensor array data is usually done by optically scanning the sensor arrays by using a flatbed scanner.\textsuperscript{32,39} This helps to minimize the effects of variation in imaging or environmental conditions on experimental data. In this study, each sensor array was scanned using an Epson Perfection 2400 scanner before and after exposure to analytes, and two digital image maps were generated to allow removal of edge artifacts. For each spot in the array, color values of RGB were measured before and after digital image mapping, and a difference map was generated for each spot (Figure 2.2).\textsuperscript{40,41} These difference maps have been confirmed to be a convenient methodology to facile and clear representation of a series of color changes which occur after analyte exposure.\textsuperscript{40,41}
Figure 2.2. Image of colorimetric sensor array before exposure (left) and after exposure to ammonia (middle). A subtraction of the two images yields a difference vector in 36 dimensions. This vector is usefully visualized using a difference map (right), which shows the absolute values of the color changes.

2.3.3. Estimation of pH Values

A pH indicator dye is a halochromic chemical compound that changes colors as a result of protonation or deprotonation depending on the $pK_a$ of the dye and the pH value of its surroundings. In other words, it possesses different colors in its protonated and deprotonated forms, and the color at a given pH value depends on the ratio of the two forms. The protonated form of a pH indicator dye can also be defined as a weak acid, while its deprotonated form as a weak base:

$$\text{HIn} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + \text{In}^- \quad K_a = \frac{[\text{H}_3\text{O}^+][\text{In}^-]}{[\text{HIn}]} \quad (2.1)$$

Thus, the effect of pH on the change in color of an indicator dye is readily explained by use of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Equation 2.2):

$$\text{pH} = pK_a + \log \frac{[\text{In}^-]}{[\text{HIn}]} \quad (2.2)$$
Examination of Equation 2.2 indicates that the color change of the system at a particular pH value is dependent on the ratio between the protonated and deprotonated forms, and the acid dissociation constant ($K_a$) of the indicator dye. Therefore, by having different $K_a$ values with different indicator dyes, different color changes over different pH values can be obtained. When selecting a series of indicator dyes for a given sensor array, we have selected dyes with a range of $pK_a$ values and colors in order to obtain different color combinations which cover the entire pH range. By using an increased number of ILs with different $pK_a$ values in the array, one can further increase the resolution of the pH sensor.

2.3.4. Aqueous-Phase Sensing

As noted earlier, the proposed arrays can be used to estimate the pH values of aqueous solutions without the need for specialized hydrophobic matrices. The experimental procedure used for estimating pH, and the differences between the IL-based sensor arrays and the water soluble indicator-based sensor array is displayed in Figure 2.3. Note that the regular indicator dye-based sensor array loses much of its integrity and smears over the TLC stripe, while the IL-based sensor array remains stable throughout the experiment. Five different solutions with pH values of 1, 4, 7, 10, and 13 were used in these analyses. The difference maps for pH sensing obtained by using alumina TLC plate, filter paper, and thread-based matrices are shown in Figure 2.4. Regardless of the unique individual advantages of each matrix over the other, all three matrices allowed to discriminate between the five pH values with higher degree of variation between each difference map. It is very important to have higher degree of variation between two difference maps of adjacent pH values which enables the sensor arrays to be applied in the discrimination of pH values which are very close. In addition, by using three different matrices, it is clear that matrix specific color changes can be exploited.
Figure 2.3. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup used to detect pH. The same setup was used to analyze the aqueous solution of cigarette smoke. The difference between (B) the IL-based sensor array and (C) regular indicator dye-based sensor array.
Figure 2.4. The difference maps for pH sensing studies by using (A) alumina TLC, (B) filter paper, and (C) cotton thread matrices (continues through pages 56-58)
2.3.5. Vapor-Phase Sensing

The vapor sensing experiments were performed by exposing the sensor arrays to saturated vapors of different volatile compounds at room temperature, i.e. 298 K. Acidic vapor sensing studies were conducted by using four vapors of acids including hydrochloric acid (HCl), trifluoroacetic acid (CF$_3$COOH), formic acid (HCOOH), and acetic acid (CH$_3$COOH). Basic vapor sensing studies were performed by using six vapors of bases including 1-methylimidazole (1MIm), pyridine, ammonia, diethylamine, triethylamine and dimethylformamide (DMF). Sensor arrays fabricated on alumina and silica TLC plates were used to detect acidic and basic vapors, respectively. These difference maps are shown in Figure 2.5. Color changes obtained from silica and alumina TLC plates clearly provide a higher degree of discrimination between closely related groups of chemical vapors, e.g. (1) ammonia, diethylamine, and triethylamine; (2) HCl,
Figure 2.5. Difference maps of chemosensory IL sensor array. (A) on exposure to acidic vapors by using alumina TLC matrix, and (B) on exposure to basic vapors by using silica TLC matrix.
CH$_3$COOH, and CF$_3$COOH. Liberty in selecting a matrix, which offers additional number of changes in colors, provides a significant variation in the difference maps, and enables rapid and facile discrimination of vapors. Therefore, this study confirms that the use of alumina matrix for acidic vapor sensing and silica matrix for basic vapor sensing provides better discriminatory power for the IL sensor array. Thread-based sensor arrays were also used to detect CF$_3$COOH and reusability was also tested for that matrix (Figure 2.6). After exposing the sensor array to CF$_3$COOH, it was exposed to ammonia, and back again to CF$_3$COOH. This exposure cycle was repeated three times and the difference maps corresponding to the first and last exposure to CF$_3$COOH were compared. Examination of Figure 2.6d shows that these two difference maps have very little deviation in RGB levels for most of the IL spots, and this confirms the capability of reusing the thread-based IL sensor arrays. Thus, the thread-based sensor array shows considerable promise for regeneration and reuse.

![Difference maps](image)

Figure 2.6. Difference maps for the thread based IL sensor array. (A) after exposing to CF$_3$COOH acid followed by (B) ammonia, and (C) difference map obtained after alternate exposure to CF$_3$COOH and ammonia for three cycles, and finally to CF$_3$COOH. (D) Difference map between (A) and (C)
2.3.6. Statistical Discrimination for Identification of pH Values and Acidic/Basic Vapors

Our first study involved developing a sensor array and corresponding predictive model to identify 15 chemical samples including acidic and basic vapors, and solutions of varying pH values. Five replicate experiments were performed by exposing the sensor array to each of the 15 chemical samples, for a total of 75 observations. Each sensor array was processed as described above. The resulting dataset contained 36 RGB color difference values measured on each of these 75 observations.

Using the first approach described above, a discriminant analysis was performed for the 15 different samples using all 36 variables in the dataset. Because the number of sensor arrays exposed to each substance is small relative to the number of predictor variables used in the model, it was not possible to fit a quadratic discriminant model. The total sample size was large enough to fit a linear discriminant model, however. Using the resubstitution method of assessing the accuracy of the model, the linear discriminant model correctly identified all substances in the dataset. Using the cross-classification method of assessment, the linear discriminant model correctly identified all but one of the substances, for an estimated error rate of 1.33%. In this case, one diethylamine sample was misclassified as triethylamine. The linear discriminant model using all 36 variables does a very good job of utilizing the sensor array data to correctly differentiate among the fifteen substances.

To build a discriminant model using the second approach described above, a PCA was first performed to reduce the dimensionality of the predictor variable space. Figure 2.7 shows that the first three principal components account for approximately 80% of the variability in the original 36 variables. In Figure 2.8, the observations are plotted with respect to their scores on
Figure 2.7. (A) Scree plot and (B) cumulative proportion of variability accounted for by the principal components obtained from the color change profile of pH, acidic and basic vapor numerical data.
the first three principal components. From the plot, it appears that the three principal components are adequate in separating many of the analytes although some of the analytes are quite close. Based on Figure 2.8, we might expect a discriminant function centered on these principal components would do a good job of distinguishing among most of the fifteen analytes. In an effort to find the simplest model possible, discriminant analysis models were fit using one, two, and three principal components each.

Figure 2.8. Plot of the scores for the first three principal components based on the data for the analysis of pH, acidic and basic vapor
We first fit a model using the first principal component as the only predictor variable in the model. As part of the model-building process, the hypothesis that a linear discriminant model would be adequate was tested. The p-value of the test was less than 0.0001. It was therefore concluded that a linear discriminant model would not adequately fit the data, and a quadratic discriminant model was constructed instead. The accuracy of the model was then assessed. Using the resubstitution method of assessment, the quadratic discriminant model had a resubstitution error rate of 30.7%. Using the cross-classification method, the error rate was 40%.

The next model to be considered used the first two principal components as predictor variables. Again, the hypothesis that a linear discriminant model was adequate was tested. The hypothesis was rejected (p-value < 0.0001), and a quadratic model was constructed. This model had a resubstitution error rate of only 6.7%. However, under cross-classification, the error rate was 34.7%.

The final model for consideration used the first three principal components as predictor variables. A test of the hypothesis that a linear discriminant model was adequate had a p-value of less than 0.0001, and so again a quadratic discriminant model was constructed. For this model, the resubstitution error rate dropped to 0%, but the cross-classification error rate was quite a bit larger at 28%. In order to understand the problem of this model distinguishing between analytes, Table A1 lists the misclassifications under cross-validation by this model. Based on this list, the model appears to have difficulty distinguishing between substances within the following groups: (1) ammonia, diethylamine, and triethylamine; (2) HCl, CH3COOH, and CF3COOH; and (3) DMF and Pyridine. In Figure 2.8, we see that within each of these three groups, the substances are very close together and in some cases overlap. This explains the difficulty of the model distinguishing between analytes within these groups. In contrast, the model does not have a
trouble in distinguishing between the larger groups of substances because of the relatively large amount of separation as seen in the plot. Note that only five training samples for each analyte were available for building the model. If additional training samples were to become available and the model updated, it is possible that we could see an improvement in the model’s accuracy. There is no guarantee of that, however. In fact, given the close proximity of some of the groups with respect to these three principal components, it may be that using only three principal components is too great a reduction in the predictor variable space to allow for highly accurate discrimination among these substances.

Based on these results, the first model that uses all 36 of the original predictor variables appears to be the model to use for identifying these 15 analytes. As it stands, the model has very little trouble distinguishing between the substances, even those that were close together in terms of the first three principal components. With the availability of more training samples, the model could be updated and refined, and with the addition of enough training samples a quadratic model could be developed if deemed necessary. Each of these improvements would be expected to improve the accuracy of the model. As a final note on model development for study one, the analyses above demonstrate the importance of evaluating the predictive accuracy of the model. Doing so can illuminate situations where the models may have difficulty. It also provides a basis for comparison and the selection of a best model when more than one is available. What is also critically important is using a method like cross-validation that provides more realistic estimates of the error rates than the resubstitution method.
2.3.7. Identification of Cigarette Smoke

One of the greatest advantages of having a colorimetric sensor array over a traditional pH probe is tremendously improved dimensionality, which was obtained by using 12 ILs. Therefore, these sensor arrays could achieve exceptional discrimination among very similar analytes. To demonstrate that the IL sensor arrays can be used to sense complex analytes, and discriminate between closely-related analytes, aqueous smoke solutions prepared from three commercially available cigarette brands (Marlboro® red, Crowns® and Camel® Turkish domestic blend) were analyzed. Cigarette smoke is a very complex mixture of chemical compounds for which more than 4800 compounds have been identified, and many more remain unidentified. The chemical composition of the smoke varies widely depending on the brand of cigarette primarily due to the amount and type of tobacco present, and the filter. By using an IL sensor array, these identified and unidentified components of cigarette smoke are used to generate a fingerprint signal which corresponds to the brand of cigarette. After obtaining the pixel differences from the color maps before and after exposure of the IL sensor array, those data were analyzed by use of statistical methods. Overall, the cigarette smoke experiment that discussed in the article can be considered as an ideal example for an application such as environmental monitoring. Also, these IL sensor arrays show promise to be used in military applications, medical diagnosis, water quality analysis, and food safety.

2.3.8. Statistical Discrimination of Smoke from Three Brands of Cigarettes

Seven replicate experiments were performed by exposing freshly prepared aqueous solutions of smoke from each of the three brands, giving a total of 21 observations. Each of the sensor arrays...
was processed as described above. The analysis dataset therefore contained 36 RGB color difference values measured on each of 21 observations.

The first modeling approach described above, in which the original 36 RGB color difference values are used in the model, could not be applied to this study. This is because the total number of observations is less than the number of predictor variables. As a result, not even a linear discriminant model can be fit. Therefore only the second approach, which uses PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the predictor variable space, was used to develop a discriminant model for this study.

Figure A2 shows that the first two principal components account for more than 90% of the variability in the original 36 variables. In Figure 2.9, the observations are plotted with respect to their scores on the first two principal components. The three different cigarette brands are tightly grouped, and there is a significant separation between them with respect to these two principal components. We therefore expect that a discriminant model based on these principal components will do a good job of distinguishing between cigarette brands.

Discriminant models using one and two principal components were fit. For each of these models, a linear discriminant analysis was determined to be adequate (minimum p-value = 0.4270). The models fit very well. The resubstitution and cross-validation error rates were each 0% for both models. Hence, even the model based on only the first principal component was able to correctly identify the brand for every sample, both under resubstitution and under cross-validation. This is not surprising, given the large amount of separation between brands seen in Figure 2.9.
2.4. Conclusions

In summary, we have successfully designed facile, inexpensive, and disposable photonic IL-based sensor arrays that are sensitive to pH values, as well as acidic and basic vapors. We have fabricated four different sensor arrays by using four different matrices, all of which are highly compatible for using in aqueous media. We have also demonstrated that this sensor array allows discrimination between closely related complex mixtures in aqueous medium. Predictive models were used for successful discrimination and identification of a range of analytes. By use of a
variety of matrices, we have demonstrated that these chemosensory ILs do not require any specialized hydrophobic matrix for fabrication of a sensor array. Thus, depending on the particular application, a broadly available, low-cost material can be used as a matrix when fabricating a sensor array. We have also successfully demonstrated the fabrication of a wearable personal sensor arrays by using cotton threads. These wearable sensor arrays can be easily fabricated by manipulating IL-stained cotton threads through use of common household tools such as sewing machines. These thread-based IL sensor arrays can be manufactured on a large scale, allowing applications in bandages, sweatbands, diapers, and other similar systems. Although it needs to be fully evaluated, an IL-based sensor is expected to exhibit a higher sensitivity as compared to a traditional dye-based sensor because of easy accessibility of all dye molecules to the analytes. Finally, we believe that by proper choice of ILs and matrices, these arrays can be constructed to sense a wide range of analytes in a variety of applications, e.g. military applications, medical diagnosis, environmental monitoring, water quality analysis, and food safety.
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CHAPTER 3: FLUORESCEIN-BASED IONIC LIQUID SENSOR FOR LABEL-FREE DETECTION OF SERUM ALBUMINS†

3.1. Introduction

Accurate detection of albumins such as human serum albumin (HSA) is critical to understanding numerous biological processes within the human body. HSA, a 66.5-kDa protein, is the most abundant protein in blood plasma, and is typically present at a concentration of approximately 0.6 mM (40 mg/mL).\(^1\) HSA is an important multifunctional protein since it aids in maintaining the oncotic pressure; binds and transports a range of metabolites and xenobiotics; acts as an antioxidant; and exhibits catalytic activities toward a range of organic compounds.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\) A low level of HSA in blood plasma, also known as hypoalbuminemia, is indicative of medical conditions such as cirrhosis of the liver.\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\) A small amount of HSA is normally found in urine; however, a persistent urinary excretion of HSA in the range of 30-299 mg/24 h is referred to as microalbuminuria, while albumin excretion above this range is known as macroalbuminuria.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) Abnormal levels of albumin in urine indicate a chronic kidney disease which is common in patients with diabetes and hypertension.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) Monitoring albumin levels in serum and urine has therefore been advocated in high-risk patients for early detection of possible medical complications.

A wide range of analytical methods are currently available for detection and quantification of proteins. Among them, immunoassays are commonly employed for analyses of protein mixtures because they provide an outstanding sensitivity and selectivity due to strong

---
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specific interactions between an antibody and an antigen. However, preparation of immunoassays is labor-intensive and time-consuming; and requires expensive reagents and instrumentation. We note that there has been a recent upsurge of interest in the development of fluorescence-based label-free approaches for protein analysis because of the inherent merits of ease of sensor fabrication along with high sensitivity and selectivity. Fluorescence-based methods are particularly noted for their low background noise and wide dynamic range.\textsuperscript{9,10} When a fluorescent probe interacts with a target protein, a change in fluorescence intensity and/or a shift in the fluorescence emission spectra may be observed; and monitoring these changes can be very useful for detection of various proteins. Fluorescence-based methods have been widely explored for detection of albumins, and the fluorescent probes employed in such studies are primarily organic dye molecules as well as modified gold nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{5,11-18} Despite considerable success in detection of albumins by use of fluorescence-based methods, many fluorescence probes are limited in application due to the need for complex synthetic procedures employing complex chemical reactions which often involve low product yields. In addition, these probes exhibit only partial selectivity towards albumins. Development of alternate fluorescence probes for albumins is therefore highly desirable.

Recently, Chen and coworkers\textsuperscript{19,20} have introduced the concept of using ionic liquids (ILs) as potential fluorescence probes for protein detection. ILs are classically defined as organic salts with melting points below 100 °C.\textsuperscript{21} ILs have also been demonstrated as useful sensing materials for detection of vapors and estimating values of pH.\textsuperscript{22-25} These materials are easy to synthesize, and their physicochemical properties can be easily tuned simply by altering the counter cation or anion. ILs are typically nonvolatile and can often be easily dispersed in water.
to form nanomaterials.\textsuperscript{26,27} Hence, these materials hold considerable promise for use in biosensing applications.

Despite the significant potential of ILs for developing biosensors, uses of ILs as fluorescence probes for detection of albumins or other biomolecules are still in infancy. In the study reported in this manuscript, we outline a method for the selective and sensitive detection of albumins using aqueous dispersions of nanodroplets from a highly fluorescent ionic liquid prepared by pairing a fluorescein (FL) anion and trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium (P\textsubscript{66614}) cation. Examination of data from fluorescence and UV-vis spectroscopic studies of these dispersed [FL\textsubscript{2}[P\textsubscript{66614}] nanodroplets revealed that these molecules coexist as a mixture of strongly fluorescent monomers and weakly fluorescent molecular aggregates. Nanodroplets dispersions were prepared in the presence of eight different proteins, and the spectroscopic behavior was studied. Interestingly, it was observed that the monomeric species tended to dominate in the presence of HSA or bovine serum albumin (BSA), while the aggregate forms dominated in the blank or presence of other proteins. As a result, there is a strong enhancement of fluorescence intensity in the presence of HSA or BSA. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the serum albumins in the presence of IL showed considerable changes in secondary structures, thereby inferring strong interactions between these proteins and ILs. The intensity of the monomer fluorescence was found to increase linearly as a function of HSA or BSA concentrations, thereby allowing detection and quantification of these proteins. Therefore, the simple method outlined here should allow for rapid, sensitive, selective, and label-free detection of serum albumins in aqueous medium.
3.2. Experimental Section

3.2.1. Materials

Fluorescein disodium salt (Na₂FL), trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium chloride ([P₆₆₆₁₄][Cl]) (≥95%), tetraphenylphosphonium chloride ([TPP][Cl]), (4-nitrobenzyl)triphenylphosphonium chloride ([4NB][Cl]), ethanol (spectroscopic grade), human serum (heat inactivated), and all proteins were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received. Triply deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) from an Elga model PURELAB ultra water-filtration system was used for preparation of the sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4/10 mM).

3.2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of ILs

ILs were synthesized using an ion exchange procedure reported elsewhere.²⁷-³⁰ Briefly, Na₂FL and [P₆₆₆₁₄][Cl] at a molar ratio of 1.1:2 were dissolved in a mixture of methylene chloride and water (5:1 v/v). This mixture was stirred for 48 h. The methylene chloride layer was washed with excess water several times in order to remove NaCl byproduct. The product [P₆₆₆₁₄]₂[FL] was dried by removing the solvent in vacuo. The product was obtained as a red viscous liquid (yield 88%). Finally, the IL was characterized by use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and electron spray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).

3.2.3. Preparation of Protein Solutions

All protein samples were prepared in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4) A stock solution of 2 mg/mL protein was initially prepared, and then diluted to obtain concentrations ranging from 2 to 50 µg/mL.
3.2.4. Preparation of IL Nanodroplets

IL nanodroplets were prepared using a modified reprecipitation method similar to that used for preparation of organic nanoparticles. Briefly, 200 µL of 0.6 mM ethanolic IL solution were rapidly introduced into 5.0 mL of 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH = 7.4) containing proteins and ultrasonicated for 5 min. After 10 minutes of equilibration time, the dispersions were characterized using various techniques as described below.

3.2.5. Characterization of Dispersions by Use of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

The average size and size distribution of nanodroplets were determined by use of DLS. DLS data were obtained using a Nano ZS dynamic light scatterer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). This instrument provides mean hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index (PDI) of the nanodroplet population with a PDI range from 0 (monodisperse) to 0.5 (broad distribution). Two different [P66142][FL] (24 µM) samples including a sample without proteins (blank), and the other sample with 20 µg/mL HSA were tested.

3.2.6. Absorption and Fluorescence Studies

Absorbance measurements were acquired using a Shimadzu UV-3101PC spectrophotometer. Fluorescence studies were performed on a Spex Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ). A 0.4-cm path length quartz cuvette (Starna Cells) was used to collect the fluorescence and absorbance spectra. Absorption spectra were collected against an identical cell filled with sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4/10 mM) as the blank. Fluorescence studies were all performed by adapting a synchronous scan protocol with right angle geometry.32,33
3.2.7. CD Studies

In order to examine structural changes that occur in proteins due to interactions with our IL sensor, chiroptical analysis was performed using a J-815 CD spectrometer. All protein samples were prepared by using the sodium phosphate buffer solutions mentioned above. A 01-mm path length quartz cuvette (Precision Cells Inc.) was used to reduce interferences from buffer when collecting the CD spectra.

3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1. Preparation and Characterization of FL-Based Nanomaterials

Fluorescein (FL) and its derivatives are derived from a class of fluorophores known as xanthenes. Xanthene-based dyes often exhibit high chemical and photochemical stability. In addition, they are ideally suited for various sensing applications as a result of high optical sensitivity (high extinction coefficient and fluorescence quantum yield). In this study, [P66614] cation, which has often been labeled a ‘universal liquifier’ for production of ILs, was paired with the FL dianion resulting in a room temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) i.e. [P66614]2[FL]. Hence, this IL displays relatively strong fluorescence as compared to previously reported ILs as protein probes. Authors in a recent study have described the synthesis and spectroscopic behavior of a FL-based RTIL. Recent studies from our laboratory have demonstrated that [P66614]2[FL] nanodroplets can be used as a colorimetric pH sensor.

The work outlined in this manuscript is an example of detection of proteins by use of [P66614]2[FL] nanodroplets prepared by employing a simple reprecipitation method. DLS studies revealed that these nanodroplets have a mean hydrodynamic diameter of 134.4 ± 1.4 nm, and a PDI of 0.29 ± 0.01 at the IL concentration of 24 µM, while the mean hydrodynamic
diameter and PDI values obtained for the same concentration of IL in the presence of 20 µg/mL HSA are 150.9 ± 3.3 and 0.22 ± 0.01 respectively. In the presence of HSA, the mean hydrodynamic diameter and PDI of the nanodroplets show only slight deviations as compared to the blank sample. These slight changes in the size and dispersion of nanodroplets may be attributed to changes in the environment due to the presence of HSA since all other parameters were held constant during experimentation. In addition to [P₆₆₆₁₄]₂[FL], two other FL-based salts, i.e. [TPP]₂[FL], and [4NB]₂[FL], were synthesized and characterized using the procedure described above. Both compounds were solids at room temperature, and are highly soluble in ethanol, but insoluble in water. Similarly, five other ILs were synthesized by pairing Eosin B (EoB), Eosin Y (EoY), Phloxine B (Phl), Erythrosin B (ER) or Rose Bengal (RoB) dianions with [P₆₆₆₁₄] cation, and all products were liquid at room temperature. The chemical structures of all cations and dye anions are given in Scheme 3.1.

3.3.2. Absorption and Fluorescence of FL-Based Nanodroplets

The absorption and fluorescence spectra of 40 µM [P₆₆₆₁₄]₂[FL] nanodroplets dispersed in a phosphate buffer (pH 7.4/10 mM) are shown in Figure 3.1a. From this figure, it is evident that the absorption spectrum shows an absorption maximum at ~530 nm with a blue-shifted absorption shoulder at ~490 nm. Similarly, the fluorescence spectrum exhibits two peaks, one at ~545 nm and the other at ~512 nm. In order to gain better insight into the spectral properties of [P₆₆₆₁₄]₂[FL] nanodroplets, absorption and fluorescence spectra at five different IL concentrations i.e. 8, 16, 24, 32, and 40 µM, were measured (Figs. 3.1b-c). Absorption spectra (Figure 3.1b) depict a decrease in absorbance with decreasing concentrations of [P₆₆₆₁₄]₂[FL]. In addition, the ratio of absorbance at 490 and 530 nm is found to increase with decreased concentrations of IL.
Scheme 3.1. Chemical structures of different anions and cations used in this study (I) Fluorescein, (II) Eosin B, (III) Eosin Y, (IV) Phloxine B (V) Erythrosin B and, (VI) Rose Bengal (VII) [P_{66614}], (VIII) [TPP] and (IX) [4NB]
Figure 3.1. (a) Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} = 490$ nm) of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ nanodroplets dispersed in pH 7.4 buffer (final concentration of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ in buffer is 40 $\mu$M); (b) absorbance spectra, and (c) fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} = 490$ nm) of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ nanodroplets at five different concentrations (8, 16, 24, 32 and 40 $\mu$M) (continues through pages 82-84)
The dye assemblies responsible for production of the 530 nm peak and 490 nm shoulder were identified through examination of previous studies on dye assemblies in solution.\textsuperscript{37} Dye aggregations are often characterized by broadening of the absorption spectra\textsuperscript{38} or the appearance of either hypsochromically shifted (H aggregates) or bathochromically shifted (J aggregates) bands as compared to the monomer absorption band.\textsuperscript{32,39} Therefore, the component absorbing at \(~490\) nm may be attributed to the monomeric form, while the bathochromically-shifted component absorbing at \(~530\) nm is possibly due to J-type aggregation, in which the dye transition dipoles are arranged in a staircase manner. As previously noted, a decrease in IL concentration results in a decrease in the ratio of aggregate to monomer absorption peaks. The ratios are given in Table 3.1 for various concentrations of ILs.
Table 3.1  Aggregate to monomer peak ratio $A_{ag(530)}/A_{m(490)}$ derived from absorbance spectra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[P_{66614}]_2[FL] Concentration(µM)</th>
<th>$A_{ag(530)}/A_{m(490)}$ ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$A_{ag}$ – Absorbance of the aggregate peak, $A_{m}$ – Absorbance of the monomer peak

The fluorescence emission spectra of the nanodroplets at various concentrations ranging from 8 to 40 µM are shown in Figure 3.1c. It is evident from these spectra that there is a remarkable increase in fluorescence intensity, accompanied by a gradual peak shift from ~545 nm to ~512 nm with decreasing concentrations of [P_{66614}]_2[FL]. The fluorescence peak at approximately 512 nm is attributable to monomeric species, and the peak at 545 nm is ascribed to J-type aggregations. Surprisingly, in contrast to absorbance, the fluorescence intensity increases with a decrease in IL concentration.

It is important to note that at higher IL concentrations, J-type aggregates are more pronounced than monomers as evidenced by the higher aggregate to monomer peak ratio ($A_{ag(530)}/A_{m(490)}$) in absorbance. However, the fluorescence intensity of the aggregate peak is not very high as compared to the monomer peak. At lower IL concentrations where the $A_{ag(530)}/A_{m(490)}$ ratio is small, the fluorescence intensity for the monomeric peak increases. Thus, as leaned from the absorption and fluorescence spectra, the monomer form is more fluorescent than the J-type aggregates. However, we note that for classical examples of dye assemblies, J aggregates usually display an intense fluorescence emission, whereas H aggregates are usually
characterized by diminished fluorescence with a typically large Stokes shift. The decrease in observed fluorescence intensity of the J aggregates in this work may be attributed to the self-quenching of fluorescence by the dye molecules within the nanodroplets.

3.3.3. Fluorescence Sensing of Proteins Using FL-Based Nanodroplets

In this manuscript, detection of proteins employing FL-based nanodroplets was studied using eight different proteins, i.e. 1) Human serum albumin (HSA), 2) Bovine serum albumin (BSA), 3) α-Lactalbumin from bovine milk (α-lac), 4) Albumin from chicken egg white (CEA), 5) Ribonuclease A from bovine pancreas (Rib-A), 6) α-Chymotrypsin from bovine pancreas (α-CTP), 7) Cytochrome C from bovine heart (Cyt-C), and 8) Lysozyme from chicken egg white (CEL). Figure 3.2 is a comparison of the integrated fluorescence intensity of [P66614]2[FL] nanodroplets in the presence of each protein at the same molar concentration (fluorescence emission spectra which corresponds to these integrated fluorescence intensities are given in Figure B1). The concentrations of [P66614]2[FL] and proteins were fixed at 40 and 1.5 µM, respectively. Fluorescence spectra were recorded using 490 nm excitation. Interestingly, BSA and HSA produced more than 19-fold enhancement in the integrated fluorescence emission signal, whereas CEA produced 4.5-fold enhancement. In contrast, the remaining proteins produced essentially no change in fluorescence intensity. Therefore, examination of the acquired data suggests that these nanodroplets are highly selective for detection of albumins. Since HSA is not found together with BSA and CEA in actual samples, it is reasonable to conclude that this method is very promising for selective detection of HSA in real samples. Several reports exist in the literature on fluorescence sensing of proteins. In most of these studies, the fluorescence signal is shown to be quenched due to interactions between the protein and IL. However, in our
case, the fluorescence signal is enhanced upon addition of proteins. From an analytical viewpoint, this observation should be more useful for sensor applications.

In an attempt to understand the sensing properties of related compounds, similar ILs were synthesized by using cations and anions with slightly different structures. The starting material Na₂[FL], and two other ion pairs, [4NB]₂[FL] and [TPP]₂[FL], showed essentially no difference in fluorescence signal when combined with all proteins at the tested concentration of 1.5 µM (Figure B2a-c).

Figure 3.2. Integrated fluorescence intensity over the spectral range of 500 to 700 nm (λ<sub>ex</sub> = 490 nm) of 40 µM [P₆₆₆₄₁₄₂][FL] in the presence of same concentration (1.5 µM) of different albumins and non-albumins. (Error bars represent the standard deviations of three replicate samples).
Similarly, the role of the anion towards the fluorescence sensing of albumins was investigated by use of five previously mentioned ILs containing other xanthene dye dianions instead of FL. Although these molecules are structurally similar to FL, the spectroscopic behaviors of these nanodroplets were found to be very different from $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ nanodroplets (data not shown). Specifically, no substantial change in fluorescence signal was observed upon treating these nanodroplets with BSA or HSA over the tested protein concentration range of 10-50 µg/mL (Figure B3a-e). We note that these ILs were not tested for other proteins since our focus is on a sensor for HSA. Our studies demonstrate that there are unique interactions between albumins and $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ ion pairs, which may allow development of highly selective sensors for albumins.

To further elucidate interactions between proteins and $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$, we utilized circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. The CD spectra of BSA, HSA and Cyt-C in the absence and presence of IL are shown in Figure 3.3 (data not shown for other proteins). These CD studies revealed notable changes in the secondary structure of albumins (Figs. 3.3a-b) in the presence of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ nanodroplets indicating strong interactions between albumins and $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$. It is further noted that the observed change in secondary structure of BSA and HSA is increased when the concentration ratio of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ to albumin is increased from 8:1 to 40:1. For non-albumins (e.g. Cyt-C), the CD spectra (Figure 3.3c) show little or no changes at various concentration ratios of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ and Cyt-C, suggesting an unaltered secondary structure for Cyt-C. This may be attributed to negligible interactions between Cyt-C and $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$. Thus, it can be inferred from these CD measurements that albumins interact strongly with our sensor, while other proteins show negligible interactions. This key property of $[P_{66614}]_2[FL]$ makes it a promising material for sensing of albumins.
Figure 3.3. CD spectra of (a) [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[FL]–BSA, (b) [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[FL]–HSA and (c) [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[FL]–Cyt–C obtained in a phosphate buffer (pH 7.4/10 mM). The concentrations of nanodroplets and proteins are indicated in the legend (continues through pages 89-91)
A

Ellipticity (mdeg) vs. Wavelength (nm)

- 1 µM BSA + 40 µM P2FL
- 1 µM BSA
- 3 µM BSA + 40 µM P2FL
- 3 µM BSA
- 5 µM BSA + 40 µM P2FL
- 5 µM BSA

B

Ellipticity (mdeg) vs. Wavelength (nm)

- 1 µM HSA + 40 µM P2FL
- 1 µM HSA
- 3 µM HSA + 40 µM P2FL
- 3 µM HSA
- 5 µM HSA + 40 µM P2FL
- 5 µM HSA
Figure 3.4a is an illustration of the measured fluorescence spectra of $[P_{6614}2^{2}][FL]$ nanodroplets dispersed in various concentrations of BSA. Examination of Figure 3.4b shows that the fluorescence intensity varies linearly as a function of BSA concentration over the concentration range of 10 to 50 $\mu$g/mL. As previously noted, peak at 512 nm is attributable to monomeric species, and the peak at 545 nm is ascribed to J-type aggregations. The intensity of the peak at $\sim$512 nm, increases with respect to the J-aggregate peak with increasing BSA concentrations. This increase in the intensity of the monomer peak indicates formation of monomeric form through deaggregation of J-type aggregates in the presence of BSA molecules. In other words, the presence of BSA minimizes the aggregation of IL molecules. Further studies to understand the interactions at the molecular level are in progress. In order to gain better insight, absorbance studies were also performed for the same samples along with fluorescence studies. Upon normalization of the absorption spectra in the region of the monomer peak, it is
Figure 3.4.  (a) Fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} = 490$ nm) of [P$_{66614}$][FL] nanoparticles dispersed in different concentrations of BSA, and (b) linear relationship between BSA concentration and relative fluorescence intensity at 512 nm (Errors bars represent the standard deviations for three replicate samples. Note some error bars are too small to be seen over the data points). Absorbance spectra (c) normalized at 490 nm and (d) normalized at 530 nm at different BSA concentrations (final concentration of [P$_{66614}$][FL] is 24 µM). The concentrations of BSA are indicated in the legend (continues through pages 92-94)
observed that the absorbance for the aggregate peak decreases with increasing concentrations of BSA (Figure 3.4c). Similarly, upon normalization of the absorption spectra at the aggregate peak, it is observed that the monomer peak increases with increasing concentrations of BSA (Figure 3.4d). It was also observed that the aggregate to monomer peak ratio \( \frac{A_{ag(530)}}{A_{m(490)}} \) decreases with increasing BSA concentration (Table 3.2). These findings are consistent with our assumption that BSA converts weakly fluorescent dye aggregates into strongly fluorescent monomeric forms upon interaction with our IL sensor. Therefore, an increase in fluorescence signal at ~512 nm is observed with increasing concentrations of BSA. Similar arguments apply to HSA since HSA and BSA are structurally homologous proteins which perform similar functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BSA concentration (µg/mL)</th>
<th>( \frac{A_{ag(530)}}{A_{m(490)}} ) ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fluorescence emission spectra of the nanodroplets in the presence of various concentrations of HSA, ranging from 2 µg/mL to 50 µg/mL, were measured (Figure 3.5a). A plot of relative fluorescence intensity versus the concentration of HSA is found to be a second-degree polynomial with \( r^2 \) of 0.998 (Figure 3.5b). Hence, the concentration of HSA in an unknown sample can be estimated from these data.
Figure 3.5. Fluorescence emission spectra of 24 µM [P_{66614}]_2[FL] nanodroplets dispersed in different concentrations of HSA solution. The concentrations of HSA are indicated in the legend. (b) Polynomial relationship between relative fluorescence intensity at 512 nm and HSA concentration. Error bars represent the standard deviations of three replicate samples. Note some error bars are too small to be seen over the data points.
The detection limit for HSA was estimated by use of the equation $3\sigma/m_{sl}$, where $\sigma$ the standard deviation of three replicate blank samples, and $m_{sl}$ is the slope of the calibration curve obtained in the region of low HSA concentration. On this basis, the detection limit for HSA was estimated to be ~300 ng/mL (4.5 nM).

Finally, to further demonstrate the sensor performance in real samples, fluorescence emission of spiked HSA in a diluted serum was measured. In general, detection of serum albumins from real samples such as blood serum is inherently challenging mainly due to extreme complexity of the sample matrix. Also, the fluorescence emission may have interference from fluorescence emission of other biological molecules in the sample. However, the concentration of HSA is very high in blood serum (40 mg/mL), and our method can be used to detect HSA concentrations which are much lower than that. Therefore, human serum samples were diluted 1000 times before spiking with HSA. A plot of relative fluorescence intensity versus the concentration of HSA (10-50 µg/mL) in serum is given in Figure B4. Examination of data in Figure B4 suggests that there is good correlation between relative fluorescence intensity and HSA concentration in the human serum. However, there is a notable difference between the calibration plots of HSA in buffer and serum. This can be attributed to the interferences present in serum. One way to get around these interferences is to design a sensor array with sensors that respond in a manner similar to [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[FL]. Currently, we are investigating other possible IL candidates which can be used with [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[FL].

One of the key requirements for a successful sensor is the stability of the signal. The stability of the dispersions of [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[FL] nanodroplets were studied by monitoring the fluorescence emission spectra of a blank sample at different times. The fluorescence spectra did not change appreciably (<1%) during the test period of 120 minutes (Figure B5). This illustrates
that the observed dispersions are very stable, i.e. at least over the time period of these measurements. In addition, a relatively high zeta potential (i.e. +36.5 mV) indicates very good stability of these dispersion.\(^{27}\)

### 3.4. Conclusions

In this work, the application of a fluorescent ionic liquid sensor, i.e. \([P_{66614}]_2[FL]\), for highly selective and sensitive detection of albumins has been demonstrated. Aqueous dispersions of \([P_{66614}]_2[FL]\) nanodroplets display strongly fluorescent J-type aggregates and weakly fluorescent monomeric forms. Examination of data from CD spectroscopic studies revealed remarkable changes in albumin structures in the presence of \([P_{66614}]_2[FL]\), indicating strong interactions between IL molecules and albumins. Both absorbance and fluorescence data support the conclusion that BSA and HSA convert the aggregate forms of our sensor into monomeric forms, which leads to a proportional increase in fluorescence signal in the presence of albumins. Furthermore, this conversion is dependent on the amount of proteins present in aqueous solution. As a result, this allows label-free detection of albumins aqueous samples. Based on our data, the estimated LOD value for HSA is 300 ng/mL. Thus, \([P_{66614}]_2[FL]\) should be an excellent fluorescent probe for selective measurement of HSA in aqueous samples.

### 3.5. References


CHAPTER 4: VIRTUAL COLORIMETRIC SENSOR ARRAY: SINGLE IONIC LIQUID FOR SOLVENT DISCRIMINATION

4.1. Introduction

Organic solvents have been widely used for both industrial applications and academic research. As a result of such ubiquitous use and the environmental impact of these compounds, detection and identification of organic solvents and their complex mixtures remains an area of intense interest. However, accurate discrimination of chemically and structurally similar solvents and solvent mixtures is inherently challenging. Traditional analytical techniques such as gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) are powerful tools for such applications. However, most of these tools tend to be labor intensive and often require expensive instrumentation. Thus, there has been a recent upsurge of interest towards development of facile and low-cost techniques such as colorimetric sensors for discrimination of organic solvents.\textsuperscript{1-7} Many colorimetric sensor elements integrate solvatochromic materials with organic\textsuperscript{8-13} or metal-organic\textsuperscript{14-17} backbones for discrimination of closely related solvents. These sensors typically provide rapid sensor information with a high degree of sensitivity. However, conventional solvatochromic pigments are designed to display absorption and emission peak shifts primarily as a function of polarity of the chemical environment.\textsuperscript{18,19} While these materials are quite promising for accurate discrimination of analytes with reasonable polarity differences, discrimination of a group of closely related solvents, or solvent mixtures with subtle differences in polarities, presents an unresolved challenge in the analytical sciences.\textsuperscript{1,19}

In order to discriminate between closely related analytes, the concept of sensor arrays has been introduced, and in this regard colorimetric sensor arrays have remained at the forefront of measurement science. Colorimetric sensor arrays are defined as assemblies of cross-reactive colorimetric sensor elements, which are designed to discriminatedly respond to different analytes. When such sensor arrays are designed for gas-phase sensing applications, they are defined as electronic noses. In contrast, those designed for liquid-phase sensing are sometimes termed electronic tongues. There are two key advantages of employing sensor arrays over individual sensor elements: 1) array-based sensors improve resolving power, which in turn increases with increasing number of sensor elements and 2) multiple measurements by use of several sensors and subsequent analyses of data or data patterns using suitable statistical models vastly improves accuracy and reproducibility of the analytical measurements. In addition, it has been observed that the resolving power of sensor arrays depends on the orthogonality of sensor responses. Despite these considerable advantages, there are defined limitations that impede widespread use of sensor arrays for discrimination of analytes. Specifically, traditional colorimetric sensor arrays will typically require a large number of sensor elements that depend on the types and number of analytes to be sensed. Therefore, fabrication of such sensor arrays is often expensive and time consuming. In addition, finding a compatible matrix or substrate for immobilization of dyes can be quite challenging. In liquid-based applications, leaching of dyes into an analyte liquid also poses design difficulties.

Herein, we outline the use of a single ionic liquid (IL) for development of a virtual colorimetric sensor array to be used for accurate discrimination of closely related organic solvents and solvent mixtures. To provide a stringent test for this proposed sensor array, a group of chemically and structurally similar alcohols and alcohol mixtures are selected as analytes. In
addition, discrimination of alcohols and alcohol mixtures is tremendously important for numerous applications in chemistry, biology, industry, and medicine.\textsuperscript{31,32} For example, ethanol and methanol have increasingly become alternative liquid fuel additives to fossil fuels, primarily due to low cost and reduced environmental effects of these additives.\textsuperscript{33}

Ionic liquids (ILs) are classically defined as organic salts with melting points below 100 °C. It has been demonstrated that the properties of these compounds can be easily tuned by simply varying the counter cation or anion.\textsuperscript{34} As a result of this ease of synthesis and tunable physicochemical properties, ILs have attracted considerable attention for development of chemical sensors.\textsuperscript{35-44} In fact, we have recently introduced one such approach where we employed the concept of indicator dye-based ILs for fabrication of colorimetric sensor arrays for chemical detection.\textsuperscript{35}

In the studies outlined here, a unique and efficient virtual colorimetric sensor array system is reported which employs a single IL, \textit{i.e.}, di-trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium bromothymol blue ([P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB]). Traditional solvatochromic pigments often involve multiple complex chemical reactions which ultimately produce low product yields. In contrast, synthesis of [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB] is an extremely simple, one step ion-exchange reaction with greater than 95\% product yield, and a single byproduct of NaCl which can be easily removed by water washing. The UV-visible spectra of [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB] in different organic solvents reveals two absorption bands that correspond to the monoprotonated and deprotonated forms of bromothymol blue (BTB). It is important to note that these two bands are observed only in the IL form, while the free BTB displays only one band in organic solvents. Interestingly, the ratio of these two absorption bands is found to depend on the concentration of [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB] and the type of solvent. Therefore, by employing different concentrations of this IL in various solvents and
treat the peak ratios as individual sensor responses, a characteristic pattern can be obtained for each analyte. Thus, by use of four different concentrations of \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\), a new concept of fabricating sensor arrays is produced.

In this study, eight closely related alcohols and seven binary mixtures of methanol and ethanol are tested as analytes for evaluating the performance of this sensor array. The peak ratios obtained at different concentrations of \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) are analyzed by use of principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The cross-validated accuracy of the sensor is found to be 96.4% for differentiation of pure alcohols, and 100% for differentiation of various methanol-ethanol mixtures. It is further demonstrated that a single sensor is capable of discriminating between many different analytes. Overall, the present study demonstrates that \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) is a promising material for accurate differentiation of a wide range of closely related organic solvents.

4.2. Experimental Section

4.2.1. Materials

Bromothymol blue, \textit{i.e.}, protonated form (BTB), sodium hydroxide (NaOH) trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium chloride \(([P_{66614}][Cl]) (\geq 95\%)\), and anhydrous alcohols (ethanol (200 proof, 99.5%), methanol (99.8%), 1-propanol (99.7%), 2-propanol (99.5), 1-butanol (99.8%), 2-butanol (99.5%), and isobutanol (99.5%)) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received.
4.2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of IL

The synthesis and characterization of pH indicator based ILs including \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) has been recently reported by our group.\(^{35}\) First, BTB was dissolved in water (Triply deionized, 18.2 MΩ cm) and neutralized using an excess of NaOH to produce the disodium salt of BTB. \([P_{66614}]_2[Cl]\) was dissolved in methylene chloride (DCM). Afterwards, the disodium salt of BTB and \([P_{66614}]_2[Cl]\) were mixed in water-DCM (5: 1 v/v) mixture at a molar ratio of 1.5: 2, and stirred for 48 h (After stirring both layers should be dark blue). Then, the DCM layer was separated from the water layer and washed repeatedly with water in order to remove excess NaOH and NaCl byproduct. The product \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) was dried by removing the solvents in vacuo. The final product appeared to be a blue viscous liquid (yield 95%). Finally, the resultant IL was characterized by use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electron spray ionization mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).

4.2.3. Preparation of IL Solutions

Stock solutions of 1 mM \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) were prepared by dissolving the IL in each alcohol or alcohol mixture. Then, four solutions of different concentrations (100, 200, 300, and 400 µM) of \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) were prepared by diluting the stock solution in the same alcohol or alcohol mixture, and UV-visible absorption was monitored. All solutions were handled in anhydrous conditions under a constant flow of N\(_2\) gas.

4.2.4. Absorption Studies

Absorbance measurements were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-3101PC spectrophotometer. A 0.1 cm (1 mm) path length quartz cuvette (Precision Cells) was used to collect absorption spectra.
4.2.5. Development of Predictive Models

Two experiments were employed in this study, both involving the development of predictive models to distinguish among a set of analytes. The experiments were similar in design and execution, and therefore, the same approach was used for data analyses in each experiment. Our first experiment involved eight analytes, while the second experiment involved examination of seven analytes. For each analyte, seven replicate samples were analyzed, producing a total sample size of 56 and 49 observations for the first and second experiment. A multivariate response consisting of four peak ratios was measured for each sample, one peak ratio response variable for each of the four concentrations used in the sensor array. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to reduce the dimensionality of the predictor space prior to development of a predictive model. In each experiment, the first principal component accounted for a large proportion of the variability in the four peak ratio responses (≥ 95%), and two principal components accounted for approximately 99%. Hence, a useful reduction in the dimensionality of the predictor space was accomplished for each experiment by use of PCA.

The computed principal components were used as input variables in developing the predictive models to distinguish analytes. Linear discriminant analysis was used in developing the predictive models. Data were evaluated separately for each experiment, and in each case formal tests indicated the necessity of linear discriminant analysis. After development of predictive models, each model was evaluated for predictive accuracy. The cross-validation method was used to assess predictive accuracy.
4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Characterization of Spectral Properties of \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\)

To provide a more efficient colorimetric sensor array system for accurate discrimination of chemically and structurally similar solvents, we have created a virtual sensor array employing a single IL, \(i.e., [P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\). This IL was synthesized by modifying a commercially available pH indicator dye, bromothymol blue (BTB), which is also known as 3',3''-dibromothymolsulfonephthalein. The dissociation of BTB can be described as shown in Scheme 4.1. The biprotonated (H\(_2\)R) form of BTB is neutral and successively dissociates in two steps to give the monoprotonated (HR\(^-\)) form and deprotonated (R\(^{2-}\)) form. HR\(^-\) is yellow, whereas R\(^{2-}\) is blue. The p\(K_1\) is reported to be less than 2, while the reported value of p\(K_2\) is approximately 7.\(^{45-49}\) In the present study, it is the second ionization that is critical for solvent discrimination. In the IL \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\), the \([P_{66614}]^+\) ion, which has often been termed a ‘universal liquifier’, was used as the counter cation.\(^{37,50}\) This cation has been shown to convert high melting solids into viscous liquids or low melting solids. The chemical structure of the IL synthesized for this study is given in Scheme 4.2.

![Scheme 4.1. The dissociation of BTB](image-url)
The majority of colorimetric sensors used for solvent detection are based on solvatochromic dyes. Solvatochromic dyes change colors as a function of the polarity of the chemical environment. Solvents, depending on polarity, tend to change the energy gap between the ground and excited states of a dye molecule due to differential stabilization. A change in energy gap results in a spectral shift, which typically results in a color change. There are two primary types of spectral shifts: 1) a hypsochromic shift (blue shift) with increasing solvent polarity also known as negative solvatochromism and 2) a bathochromic shift (red shift) with increasing solvent polarity commonly known as positive solvatochromism. From an analytical point of view, pigments that achieve large spectral shifts due to small polarity changes are more desirable for solvent discrimination.

The normalized absorption spectra of 200 µM \([P_{66614}]_2[BTB]\) in two different solvents, (methanol and 2-butanol), are provided in Figure 4.1a. It is evident from this figure that the absorption spectrum of the IL is characterized by two absorption bands. These two absorptions bands, with absorption maxima at ~630 and ~410 nm, are characteristics of BTB.\(^{51}\) The component absorbing at ~630 nm is attributed to the deprotonated \((R^2-)\) form, which is blue in
Figure 4.1. (A) Normalized absorption spectra of 200 μM $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$, and (B) 200 μM free BTB in methanol in methanol (red) and 2-butanol (blue). Inset shows the visual appearance of 200 μM $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ in methanol and 2-butanol. Alcohol dependent color changes for (C) 200 μM $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ and (D) 200 μM free BTB in methanol, and 2-butanol. (I – Methanol, II – 2-butanol) (continues through pages 111-113)
color, while the hypsochromically shifted component absorbing at ~410 nm is attributed to the monoprotonated (HR') form, which is yellow in color. In other words, the absorption maxima at ~630 and ~410 nm are attributed to the basic and acidic forms of the second ionization of BTB, respectively. In methanol, the first absorption band has a maximum ($\lambda_{1 max}$) at 618 nm, whereas the second absorption band maximum ($\lambda_{2 max}$) is at 410 nm. However, compared to methanol, the two absorption bands of [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB] show a shift in 2-butanol. In 2-butanol, $\lambda_{1 max}$ is at 633 nm, whereas $\lambda_{2 max}$ is at 401 nm. Therefore, $\lambda_{1 max}$ is bathochromically shifted by 15 nm (negative solvatochromism) and $\lambda_{2 max}$ is hypsochromically shifted by 9 nm (positive solvatochromism) in 2-butanol as compared to methanol. These wavelength shifts observed for $\lambda_{1 max}$ and $\lambda_{2 max}$ are quite typical for a traditional solvatochromic dye. Therefore, discrimination of a group of similar alcohols by use of only these wavelength shifts is challenging. However, we have also observed a very interesting scenario upon close examination of Figure 4.1a, and this observation appears to also be very useful for solvent discrimination. There is a substantial difference in peak ratios ($\lambda_{1 max}/\lambda_{2 max}$) between these two alcohols. It is clear that, the relative intensities of the two peaks are inverted for the two alcohols. In other
words, the concentration ratio of $\frac{R^{2-}}{HR^{-}}$ is lower in methanol as compared to 2-butanol as the solvent. The $\frac{\lambda_1^{\text{max}}}{\lambda_2^{\text{max}}}$ peak ratio in methanol was found to be $0.24 \pm 0.01$, and the ratio was observed to be $2.04 \pm 0.04$ in 2-butanol. The absorption peak ratio in 2-butanol is approximately nine times greater than that in methanol. This vast difference in peak ratios qualifies $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ as an excellent colorimetric probe for discrimination of closely related alcohols and alcohol mixtures.

Alcohol dependent color changes of 200 µM $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ and free BTB are given in Figures 4.1b and c respectively. In the following discussions, the words ‘free BTB’ are used to designate the biprotonated form of BTB. There is a considerable difference in color of the IL in methanol as compared to that in 2-butanol. In the presence of the IL, methanol is greenish-yellow in color, whereas 2-butanol is a bluish-green in color (Figure 4.1c). This substantial difference in colors is sufficient for unaided eye discrimination between methanol and 2-butanol. However, in the presence of the starting material, namely free BTB, the alcohol solutions showed essentially no difference in color (Figure 4.1d). In addition, the normalized absorption spectra of 200 µM free BTB in methanol, as well as in 2-butanol show only a single absorption band with an absorption maximum at $\sim$410 nm (Figure 4.1b). Furthermore, there is a minimal shift in the absorption maximum of free BTB in the presence of these two solvents. Therefore, it is evident that free BTB is not a suitable sensing material for discrimination of alcohols such as methanol and 2-butanol. From an analytical viewpoint, the unique ratiometric absorption signal $(\frac{\lambda_1^{\text{max}}}{\lambda_2^{\text{max}}})$ observed for $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ as compared to that of free BTB, makes the IL an ideal material for discrimination of organic solvents.
4.3.2. Discrimination of an Extended Set of Closely Related Pure Alcohols

After demonstrating that our IL can easily discriminate between methanol and 2-butanol, we examined possible discrimination of an extended set of alcohols. For this purpose, we have selected eight closely related alcohols, all of which are listed in the order of increasing polarity in Table 4.1. The solvent polarities in this table are produced by use of Reichardt’s normalized $E_T(30)$ solvent polarity parameter ($E_T^N$). It is noted that the higher the $E_T^N$ value, the higher will be the polarity and vice versa. These eight alcohols are chemically and structurally very similar, and include two pairs of skeletal isomers and two pairs of positional isomers. Preliminary studies on discrimination of these eight alcohols were performed by using 200 µM [P_{66614}]_2[BTB] (Figures 4.2a and c). Figure 4.2a is a photograph of the IL dissolved in eight different alcohols. As noted in the figure, there is a gradual change in the color of the IL solutions from bluish-green to greenish-yellow with increasing alcohol polarity. In contrast to the IL solutions, in the presence of starting material, i.e. free BTB, eight alcohol solutions showed essentially no difference in color (Figure 4.2b).

Table 4.1  Variation of absorption peak ratio of 200 µM [P_{66614}]_2[BTB] in eight alcohols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alcohol</th>
<th>$E_T^N$</th>
<th>630/410</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-butanol</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>2.08 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-octanol</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-propanol</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>1.82 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isobutanol</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-butanol</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>1.08 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-propanol</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $E_T^N$ refers to normalized $E_T(30)$ solvent polarity parameter (Reichardt’s) (see refs 18 and 19)
Figure 4.2. (A) Photograph showing alcohol dependent color changes for 200 µM [P(6614)]_2[BTB] and (B) 200 µM free BTB in eight alcohols (M – methanol, E – ethanol, 1P – 1-propanol, 1B – 1-butanol, IBA – isobutanol, 2P – 2-propanol O – 1-octanol, and 2B – 2-butanol). (C) Absorption peak ratio (630/410) vs normalized $E_T(30)$ solvent polarity parameter ($E_T^N$). This provides the relationship between absorption signal and solvent polarity.
It should be noted that the shifts in peak positions are small. Specifically, the largest shifts in $\lambda_{1\text{max}}$ and $\lambda_{2\text{max}}$ were observed in 2-butanol as compared to methanol. Given the fact that these shifts are even smaller in other alcohols, we simplified our approach by taking the absorption ratio $630/410$ to discriminate the analytes by assuming that the error occurred by taking this ratio rather than the exact absorption peak ratio ($\lambda_{1\text{max}}/\lambda_{2\text{max}}$) is insignificant.

The $630/410$ absorption ratio for $[\text{P}_{66614}]_2[\text{BTB}]$ in different alcohols are listed also in Table 4.1. Moreover, a plot of $630/410$ versus $E_T^{N}$ of the alcohols is found to have an exponential relationship with $r^2$ of 0.988 (Figure 4.2c). From Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2c, it is evident that there is a substantial decrease in the $630/410$ absorption ratio with increasing solvent polarity. Therefore, the concentration ratio of $R^{2-}/HR^-$ is increased in the presence of less-polar alcohols. In other words, the concentration ratio of $R^{2-}/HR^-$ is decreased in more polar alcohols. From the foregoing discussions, we conclude that $[\text{P}_{66614}]_2[\text{BTB}]$ exhibits a polarity-dependent protonation and deprotonation in the presence of alcohols. In fact, solvent polarity-dependent protonation and deprotonation behavior has been previously described in the literature.$^{52-54}$

A possible explanation for the above noted polarity-induced protonation-deprotonation process can be described as follows. The $R^{2-}$ form (i.e. $[\text{P}_{66614}]_2[\text{BTB}]$) is more stable in less-polar alcohols than in more-polar alcohols possibly due to imparted hydrophobicity from the $[\text{P}_{66614}]^+$ cation. Alternatively, the $HR^-$ form is more stable in highly polar alcohols. Therefore, the equilibrium constant ($K_2$) increases with decreased polarity of the solvent ($K_2$ in less-polar
alcohols > $K_2$ in highly polar alcohols). This results in a decrease in the $630/410$ absorption ratio with increasing solvent polarity. However, due to the very limited solubility of the $R^2^-$ in organic solvents, the observation of similar spectroscopic behavior is non-existent if the pH indicator dye, free BTB, is not paired with the $[P_{6614}]$ ion.

Examination of the UV-Vis spectroscopic data reveals that the absorbance ratio at a fixed concentration of IL is sufficient to differentiate most of the analytes. In order to further differentiate more closely related analytes, the concept of sensor arrays was utilized. When compared to a single sensor, sensor arrays provide higher resolution which has proven to be extremely useful for discrimination of very similar compounds. In addition, sensor arrays allow a fingerprint signal for each analyte, which can be accurately identified by use of pattern recognition tools.

Fabrication of traditional colorimetric sensor arrays often involves immobilization of chemically responsive sensor elements onto a solid matrix. Immobilization techniques that are used to fabricate sensor arrays may decrease the discriminatory power of such sensor arrays primarily due to lack of homogeneity in the resulting sensor arrays. Therefore, fabrication of highly reproducible colorimetric sensor arrays could be expensive due to high cost of printing techniques. Furthermore, typical colorimetric sensor array systems may require a large number of sensor elements that depend on the type of analysis and the number of analytes to be sensed. For example, sensor arrays with as many as 36 sensor elements have been reported in the literature. In addition to chemically responsive dyes, the performance of traditional colorimetric sensor arrays is influenced by the immobilization matrix employed or its morphology. It has been demonstrated that colorimetric sensor arrays are typically affected by many environmental factors such as humidity, and a proper selection of solid support is critical.
in this regard.\textsuperscript{25,58,59} Therefore, finding a suitable matrix for immobilization of colorimetric pigments could be quite challenging. In addition, fabrication of optoelectronic tongues or colorimetric taster sensor arrays is inherently challenging primarily due to leaching of the dyes into analyte liquids.\textsuperscript{29,30} From the foregoing discussions, it is evident that the development of colorimetric sensor array systems can be complicated, expensive, and time consuming in addition to requiring a large number of cross-reactive dyes.

In this study, this virtual sensor array was fabricated by use of four different concentrations of $[P_{6614}]_2[BTB]$ (\textit{i.e.} 100, 200, 300, and 500 µM) as individual sensor elements. In order to use different concentrations of a single IL as multiple sensor elements, each concentration must provide distinct peak patterns relative to each other. The appearance of discrete peak patterns mimics the presence of chemically different sensor elements. The UV-Vis absorption spectra for $[P_{6614}]_2[BTB]$ in the presence of different alcohols are given in Figure 4.3 a-h. Examination of absorption spectra suggests that there is a decrease in absorbance with decreasing concentrations of $[P_{6614}]_2[BTB]$. In addition, the two absorption bands are present in each absorption spectrum with $\lambda_{1\text{ max}}$ at ~630 nm and $\lambda_{2\text{ max}}$ at ~410 nm. Moreover, the relative intensity of the two absorption peaks is dependent on the concentration of IL. A comparison of $\frac{630}{410}$ at different concentrations of the IL in various alcohols is given in Figure 4.4.

The error bars in Figure 4.4 represent the standard deviations of seven replicate measurements. At higher concentrations of $[P_{6614}]_2[BTB]$, the $\frac{630}{410}$ ratio is higher and \textit{vice versa}. Therefore, at higher concentrations of IL, the ratio of $\frac{R^{2^-}}{HR^-}$ is increased, whereas the ratio of $\frac{R^{2^-}}{HR^-}$ is decreased at lower concentrations of IL. This phenomenon is very similar
Figure 4.3. UV-Vis absorption spectra of four different concentrations of [P_{66614}]_2[BTB] in seven alcohols (A: methanol, B: ethanol, C: 1-propanol, D: 1-butanol, E: isobutanol, F: 2-propanol, G: 2-butanol H: 1-octanol). Legend: concentration of [P_{66614}]_2[BTB] in alcohol (\textit{i.e.} purple– 500 µM; green– 300 µM; red– 200 µM; blue– 100 µM) (Spectra were smoothened using Savitzky-Golay Principle) (continues through pages 120-124)
Figure 4.4. Absorption peak ratio ($\frac{630}{410}$) of various concentrations $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ in eight different alcohols (Errors bars represent the standard deviations for seven replicate samples).

to polarity induced protonation with respect to alcohol polarity, and can be explained in a similar manner. Upon dilution of the IL with alcohol, the microenvironment of the IL becomes more-polar, creating a more favorable environment for $HR^-$, resulting in a decrease in the $\frac{630}{410}$ absorption ratio.

The $\frac{630}{410}$ ratios obtained from four concentrations of $[P_{66614}]_2[BTB]$ in the presence of eight alcohols were used in the development of predictive models. In Figure 4.5, the output data from PCA analysis of the eight alcohols (i.e. eight alcohols $\times$ seven replicates) are plotted
Figure 4.5. PCA score plot using the first two principal components based on the absorbance ratio of $[P_{6614}]_2[BTB]$ in eight different alcohols.

with respect to their first two principal components. Each alcohol is found to form tight clusters with a substantial separation between each other. It is clear from Figure 4.5 that the first principal component provides very good visual separation between most of the groups with the exception of isobutanol, 1-octanol, and 2-propanol, which overlap along this dimension. However, these analytes show a clear separation along the second principal component. Therefore, two principal components were used in developing the predictive model to distinguish among the various
alcohols. The predictive accuracy of the resultant model was calculated by using LDA, and the cross-validation identification accuracy was found to be 96.4%. During this analysis, one 2-propanol measurement was misclassified as 1-octanol and one 2-butanol measurement was misclassified as 2-propanol. As mentioned before, in order to simplify the data analysis step, we used $630/410$ ratio instead of $\frac{\lambda_{1\text{ max}}}{\lambda_{2\text{ max}}}$. For comparison purposes, the Figure 4.2c, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 were redone by use of exact peak ratios ($\frac{\lambda_{1\text{ max}}}{\lambda_{2\text{ max}}}$) and given in the Figures 4.6-4.8.

![Figure 4.6](image)

Figure 4.6. Absorption peak ratio ($\frac{\lambda_{1\text{ max}}}{\lambda_{2\text{ max}}}$) vs normalized $E_T(30)$ solvent polarity parameter ($E_T^N$). This provides the relationship between absorption signal and solvent polarity.
Figure 4.7. Absorption peak ratio \( \frac{\lambda_{1,\text{max}}}{\lambda_{2,\text{max}}} \) of various concentrations [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB] in eight different alcohols (Errors bars represent the standard deviations for seven replicate samples).

Figure 4.8. PCA score plot using the first two principal components based on the \( \frac{\lambda_{1,\text{max}}}{\lambda_{2,\text{max}}} \) absorbance ratio of [P$_{66614}$]$_2$[BTB] in eight different alcohols.
The virtual colorimetric sensor array approach outlined in this study has some notable advantages over traditional colorimetric sensor array approaches. Firstly, the use of multiple concentrations of a single sensor as multiple sensor elements instead of a number of chemically different sensor elements obviates the need for design and synthesis of a set of chemoresponsive dyes. In addition to requiring fewer dyes, this approach requires low amounts of the dyes, and therefore, fabrication of the sensor array is simple and inexpensive. In order to achieve high discriminatory power, traditional colorimetric sensor arrays typically require printing of sensor elements onto a solid matrix which is often expensive, complex, and time consuming. By use of our strategy, we have obtained very high discriminatory power through fabrication of a sensor array simply by dilution of \([\text{P}_{66614}][\text{BTB}]\) in analytical samples. Also, finding a suitable matrix is often problematic when fabricating typical optoelectronic sensor arrays.\(^{35}\) However, our sensing strategy aims to avoid such limitations, which arise from immobilization of sensor elements on a matrix, by directly measuring the sensor color changes in analytical solvents. Based on the above discussions, we assert that our sensor array approach is quite simple, inexpensive, and easy-to-use as compared to traditional sensor arrays, and is therefore a very promising approach for chemical sensor applications.

When compared to traditional colorimetric sensor arrays, our sensor strategy requires a simple sample preparation step which involves dilution of \([\text{P}_{66614}][\text{BTB}]\) in an analytical solvent (different dilutions mimic individual sensor elements). Obviously, the precision of this dilution step is dependent on the pipetting instruments used, and thus can affect the discriminatory power of this sensor array.
4.3.3. Discrimination of Binary Mixtures of Ethanol and Methanol

After successful discrimination of these eight alcohols, our next goal was to discriminate alcohol mixtures by using our virtual sensor array. Discrimination of alcohol mixtures is far more challenging as compared to discrimination of pure alcohols, primarily due to the requirement of higher resolution. Additionally, the use of fingerprint peak patterns in the discrimination of analytes is tremendously important since two or more alcohol mixtures may provide the same peak ratio at different volume ratios. In order to perform even more stringent test of the sensor array, seven binary mixtures of methanol and ethanol (i.e., ethanol 100%-methanol 0%, ethanol 98%-methanol 2%, ethanol 90%-methanol 10%, ethanol 50%-methanol 50%, ethanol 10%-methanol 90%, ethanol 2%-methanol 98%, and ethanol 0%-methanol 100%) were analyzed. We note that discrimination of ethanol-methanol mixtures is increasingly important primarily due to health concerns involved with these two solvents. Ethanol is used as the primary constituent in alcoholic beverages; however, methanol may be found as a toxic byproduct in alcoholic beverages, which results in severe illnesses or even death upon ingestion. In this study, seven replicate experiments were performed for each ethanol-methanol mixture. In Figure 4.9, the PCA output data are plotted with respect to their first two principal components. In Figure 4.9, all seven mixtures are visually separated, and tightly grouped in the PCA score plot. In addition, the plot strongly suggests that two principal components should be used in developing the predictive model to distinguish among binary mixtures. These data were also subjected to LDA, and interestingly the cross-validation accuracy of identification was found to be 100%. 
In summary, we have introduced and demonstrated the concept of using a single IL for fabrication of a virtual sensor array for accurate discrimination of closely related organic solvents. A group of structurally and chemically similar alcohols and alcohol mixtures were chosen as representative analytes to test the performance of this sensor array. Interestingly, the IL, [P_{66614}][BTB], used in this study shows a unique ratiometric absorption signal ($\frac{630}{410}$) in organic solvents in distinct contrast to that of the parent BTB compound. Furthermore, the
ratiometric signal observed due to the monoprotonated and deprotonated forms of BTB was found to undergo remarkable hyperchromic and hypochromic changes depending on the type of solvent, and concentration of the IL in the solvent. In addition, an excellent correlation between the \( \frac{630}{410} \) absorption ratio and alcohol polarity was observed. The \( \frac{630}{410} \) ratio was increased with decreasing polarity of alcohols and vice versa, inferring a polarity dependent equilibrium shift between HR\(^-\) and R\(^2-\) forms. It is observed that a single IL concentration itself is able to achieve discrimination among the majority of the analytes tested.

In order to further improve the resolving power of this system, the concept of a virtual sensor array was utilized. Specifically, four different concentrations of \([\text{P}_{66614}]_2[\text{BTB}]\) were used as individual sensors during the fabrication of the sensor array. The \( \frac{630}{410} \) ratios obtained from these four concentrations of IL in different analytes were evaluated using PCA and LDA. As a result, we were able to discriminate eight pure alcohols with 96.4% identification accuracy. In contrast, ethanol-methanol mixtures were identified with 100% accuracy. It is also important to mention that use of the fingerprint \( \frac{630}{410} \) ratio patterns instead of single sensor response is very useful for discrimination of analyte mixtures. Finally, we believe that the IL, \([\text{P}_{66614}]_2[\text{BTB}]\), reported in this manuscript should provide a new approach for facile fabrication of colorimetric sensors. Additionally, the novel sensor strategy outlined in this study should allow for rapid discrimination of closely related analytes with very high selectivity and accuracy.
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CHAPTER 5: TUNABLE GUMBOS-BASED SENSOR ARRAY FOR LABEL-FREE DETECTION AND DISCRIMINATION OF PROTEINS

5.1. Introduction

Accurate detection of absolute and relative concentrations of proteins is critical to understanding various biological processes and disease states. Therefore, monitoring the concentration of certain proteins in serum and urine is an important tool for prevention and early detection of various medical conditions.\textsuperscript{1-4} Currently, multiple approaches have been employed for protein detection and quantification. In the absence of traditional analytical techniques such as mass spectrometry\textsuperscript{5-7}, which usually require expensive instrumentation, immunoassays are often employed as a technique of choice.\textsuperscript{8-11} Due to strong specific interactions between the antibody and a given protein, small quantities of proteins can be detected by use of this approach. However, a given immunoassay allows specific detection of a single protein. Additionally, the use of immunoassays requires expensive instrumentation and reagents, and is often quite labor intensive and time consuming.

Alternatively, there has been a recent upsurge of interest towards development of label-free fluorescence probes for protein sensing. In this regard, various organic, organometallic, and metal-organic materials have been investigated for determination of protein sensing properties.\textsuperscript{12-20} Conventional fluorometric probes rely on emission spectral changes in intensity and/or wavelength upon interactions with proteins. However, despite considerable success in protein sensing, the ubiquitous use of such probes has been hindered due to multiple limitations such as synthesis involving multiple complex covalent-modification reactions with low product yields.

\textsuperscript{5} This Chapter: Tunable GUMBOS-Based Sensor Array for Label-Free Detection and Discrimination of Proteins by Galpothdeniya, W. I. S; Frank R. Fronczek.; Mingyan Cong.; Nimisha Bhattarai.; Siraj, N.; Warner, I. M.: is curently under review in Analytical Chemistry, 2015
Moreover, these materials frequently display partial selectivity towards proteins, which limits accurate quantification of protein levels in mixtures.

In order to exploit the partial selectivity of label-free probes, which arises from nonspecific interactions towards a group of analytes, the concept of sensor arrays is employed. Typically, sensor arrays are fabricated by assembling a group of cross-reactive colorimetric sensor elements, which are designed to generate fingerprint response patterns for each analyte.\textsuperscript{21,22} Essentially, the sensor array concept has been inspired by smell and taste recognition in the mammalian olfactory and gustatory processes, and therefore, these devices are often termed electronic noses and tongues.\textsuperscript{23,24} To date, various array-based sensing strategies, which utilize different sensor frameworks, have been employed for protein sensing.\textsuperscript{25-31} These systems are highly regarded as very effective for detection and identification of proteins, and often exhibit enhanced resolution and accuracy.\textsuperscript{32} Regardless of these considerable advantages, most of these techniques have defined limitations that inhibit widespread application. For example, these approaches have high limits of detection. Furthermore, fabrication of sensor arrays can be complex, expensive, and time consuming as a result of requiring a large number of tailor-made protein probes that depend on the number of analytes.\textsuperscript{30} More importantly, even the most efficient sensor array techniques will not perform if the concentrations of analytes are unknown or variable, primarily as a result of poor correlation between sensor-response pattern and protein or protein mixture concentrations.\textsuperscript{30}

In this manuscript, we demonstrate the concept of using a group of uniform materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS) for accurate discrimination of proteins and protein mixtures. The GUMBOS employed in this manuscript consist of a common organic cation, i.e. 6-(p-toluidino)-2-naphthalenesulfonate (TNS), and various phosphonium-based counter-ions. These
TNS-based sensor materials are easy to synthesize with high yields, and physicochemical properties which can be easily tuned via changes in the counter-ion. The four sensors utilized in our sensor strategy, were observed to exhibit differential fluorescence responses with respect to differences in proteins and protein concentrations. Interestingly, these differential sensor responses are found to be unique to particular proteins and protein mixtures at various concentration levels. In order to accurately identify analytes, the resulting fingerprint sensor-response patterns are analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). In PCA, different proteins provide distinct PCA clusters. More importantly, PCA clusters generated from various concentrations of the same protein are found to follow a clear trend. Therefore, use of this approach for discrimination of proteins regardless of concentration is also examined. It is further demonstrated that our sensor array is capable of discriminating between protein mixtures at various concentrations. Overall, this sensor array concept allows for facile, inexpensive, sensitive, and label-free discrimination of proteins.

5.2. Materials and Methods

5.2.1. Materials

Sodium 6-(p-toluidino)-2-naphthalenesulfonate ([Na][TNS]), trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium chloride ([P_{66614}][Cl]), tetrabutylphosphonium bromide ([P_{4444}][Br]), tetraphenylphosphonium chloride ([TPP][Cl]), (4-nitrophenyl)triphenylphosphonium bromide ([4NB][Br]), Benzyltriphenylphosphonium chloride ([BTP][Cl]), anhydrous ethanol (200 proof, 99.5%), anhydrous methylene chloride (DCM), and all proteins were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received. Triply deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) from an Elga model PURELAB ultra water-filtration system was used for preparation of sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4/10 mM).
5.2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of Functional GUMBOS

GUMBOS were synthesized using a modified ion exchange procedure reported in literature.$^{33,34}$ Briefly, a phosphonium salt \((\text{PR}_4)[X]\); \(\text{R}\)-hydrocarbon substituent, \(\text{X}\)-halide) was dissolved in DCM and added onto solid \([\text{Na}][\text{TNS}]\) at a molar ratio of 1:1.1. Afterwards, a few drops of triply deionized water were added to the reaction mixture in order to collect the resulting byproduct \((\text{NaX})\), and then stirred for 24 h. Afterwards, the DCM layer was separated from the water layer and filtered in order to remove excess \([\text{Na}][\text{TNS}]\). Next, the filtrate was washed repeatedly with water in order to remove \(\text{NaX}\) byproduct. The product was recrystallized using a DCM/water solvent mixture. The final product \([\text{PR}_4][\text{TNS}]\) was dried by removal of solvents \textit{in vacuo}. Finally, the resultant GUMBOS were characterized by use of electron spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) (Figure C1), and single-crystal X-ray crystallography. The ionic compounds \([\text{TPP}][\text{TNS}]\), \([\text{P}_{4444}][\text{TNS}]\), and \([\text{BTP}][\text{TNS}]\) were found to be crystalline. Crystal data and details of the structural refinement for \([\text{TPP}][\text{TNS}]\), \([\text{P}_{4444}][\text{TNS}]\), and \([\text{BTP}][\text{TNS}]\) are provided in the Table C1 in the Appendix C.

5.2.3. Single-Crystal X-ray Crystallographic Studies

Diffraction data were collected at low temperature on a Bruker Kappa Apex-II DUO diffractometer with Cu K\(\alpha\) (\(\lambda=1.54184\) Å) or MoK\(\alpha\) radiation (\(\lambda=0.71073\) Å). Refinement was by full-matrix least squares using SHELXL$^{35,36}$, with H atoms in idealized positions except for those on N, for which coordinates were refined. \([\text{BTP}][\text{TNS}]\) was the DCM solvate, and disordered water solvent in \([\text{TPP}][\text{TNS}]\) was removed using SQUEEZE.$^{35,36}$ Crystal data: \([\text{P}_{4444}][\text{TNS}]\), \([\text{C}_{16}\text{H}_{36}\text{P}][\text{C}_{17}\text{H}_{14}\text{NO}_3\text{S}]\), monoclinic \(P2_1/c\), \(a=10.3977(4)\), \(b=18.2132(7)\), \(c=17.4211(6)\) Å, \(\beta=102.071(3)^{\circ}\), \(Z=4\), \(T=90K\), \(\theta_{\text{max}}=59.0^{\circ}\) (Cu), \(R=0.070\) for 2612 data with
I>2σ(I) (of 4636 unique), 359 parameters, CCDC 1058986; [BTP][TNS], [C_{25}H_{22}P][C_{17}H_{14}NO_{3}S]. CH_{2}Cl_{2}, triclinic P1, a=10.0089(4), b=10.4658(4), c=10.8995(4) Å, α=61.537(2), β=78.686(2), γ=66.103(2)°, Z=1, T=90K, θ_{max}=35.0° (Mo), R=0.041 for 11156 data with I>2σ(I) (of 12497 unique), 465 parameters, CCDC 1058985; [TPP][TNS], [C_{24}H_{20}P][C_{17}H_{14}NO_{3}S]. 0.7H_{2}O, monoclinic P2_{1}/c, a=14.3436(10), b=13.8575(9), c=18.0804(12) Å, β=112.786(2)°, Z=4, T=90K, θ_{max}=68.8° (Cu), R=0.049 for 5188 data with I>2σ(I) (of 5810 unique), 428 parameters, CCDC 1058984.

5.2.4. Preparation of Protein Solutions

In this study, all protein samples were prepared in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4). Initially, stock solutions of 5 µM proteins were prepared, and then diluted in buffer to obtain concentrations ranging from 10 to 200 nM.

5.2.5. Preparation of TNS-Based Sensor-Protein Solution

Preparation of TNS-based sensor-protein solutions was performed using a reprecipitation method previously employed by our group. Briefly, 50 µL of 0.5 mM ethanolic TNS-based sensor solution was rapidly introduced into a 5 mL protein solution and ultra-sonicated for 5 min. Then, the sensor-protein mixture was allowed to equilibrate for 10 min. Finally, the solution was characterized spectroscopically using uv-vis and fluorescence spectrophotometry.

5.2.6. Absorption and Fluorescence Studies

A Shimadzu UV-3101PC spectrophotometer was used to acquire absorbance spectra. A Spex Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ) was used to perform fluorescence studies. A 1.0 cm path length quartz cuvette (Starna Cells) was used in
both absorbance and fluorescence data acquisition. Absorption spectra were collected against an identical cell filled with pH 7.4 phosphate buffer as the blank. Fluorescence studies were performed by adapting a synchronous scan protocol with right angle geometry. A 5.0 mL buffer solution mixed with 50 µL of 0.5 mM ethanolic, TNS-based sensor solution was used as blank in fluorescence studies.

5.2.7. Absolute Quantum Yield Measurements

Absolute quantum yield measurements for all TNS-based GUMBOS were measured using an integrated sphere. A 1.0 cm path length quartz cuvette (Starna Cells) was used for data acquisition. The TNS-based GUMBOS were prepared at concentrations equivalent to 10 µM in ethanol to obtain quantum yield (\( \varphi_{fl} \)) in ethanol. In order to obtain \( \varphi_{fl} \) in water, 100 µL of 0.5 mM ethanolic TNS-based sensor solution was rapidly introduced into a 5 mL pH 7.4 buffer solution and ultra-sonicat ed for 5 min prior to measurements.

5.2.8. Octanol-Water Partition Coefficient (\( K_{o/w} \))

The \( K_{o/w} \) values were determined by use of absorbance measurements obtained from a Shimadzu UV-3101PC spectrophotometer. All absorbance measurements were performed using a 1.0 cm path length quartz cuvette (Starna Cells). Briefly, an equal amount of octanol and water were mixed and left standing overnight until the solubility of the water in octanol is equilibrated. The two phases were then separated into two different containers. Each compound was dissolved in 10 mL of the water saturated octanol to prepare a 1.0 mM stock solution. The 1.0 mM stock solution was then used to prepare 4 dilutions that were used to form a calibration curve based on the absorbance readings and a best-fit line was plotted. One concentration from the calibration curve was then chosen and mixed with an equal volume of the water mentioned in the separation
step above. This solution was then allowed to stir for 24 hours. Following the 24 hours, the octanol layer was then extracted and the absorbance was measured. The equation for the line of best-fit from the calibration curves was then used to determine the concentration of compounds within the octanol and water layers for all compounds. The equation $K_{(o/w)} = \frac{[\text{octanol layer}]}{[\text{water layer}]}$ was then used to calculate the octanol water partition coefficient.

5.2.9. Development of Predictive Models

In this study, predictive models were developed in order to accurately identify analytes used in each experiment. Fluorescence sensor-response patterns generated by use of the four TNS-based sensors (four TNS-GUMBOS × number of analytes × five replicates) were employed to develop the statistical models in each experiment. First, the dimensionality of the predictor space was reduced using PCA. In most experiments, the first two principal components in PCA accounted for more than 99% variance (except when the input data were normalized). Therefore, only the values of these two components were used to develop predictive models using LDA. Second, the predictive accuracy of each statistical model was assessed separately using cross-validation.

5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1. TNS-Based Sensors

The fluorescent probe, 6-(p-toluidino)-2-naphthalenesulfonate (TNS), has been extensively used for a wide range of applications, primarily due to its unique photophysical properties. TNS is considered a fluorescent probe which responds to hydrophobic environments. This is because TNS is non-fluorescent in water, but strongly fluorescent in organic solvents and when bound to hydrophobic surfaces such as some regions of proteins. Therefore, TNS is ideal
for sensory applications which involve detection of hydrophobic regions. It has been previously reported that TNS can bind to proteins via hydrophobic, as well as ionic interactions.\textsuperscript{39} In this study, we employ a TNS-based sensor array for accurate discrimination of proteins. Due to partial selectivity of TNS towards proteins, discrimination of proteins using TNS alone is a challenge. Hence, we have synthesized a group of chemically different sensors based on TNS (GUMBOS) with partial selectivities towards proteins. In this sensor design, an array of TNS-based sensors generates a fingerprint signal which can be used to detect and discriminate proteins, as well as protein concentrations.

Fabrication of TNS-based sensors was accomplished through ionic modification of [Na][TNS]. As compared to traditional covalent modification reactions, which usually require complex synthetic procedures with low product yields, ionic modification is extremely simple, usually a one-step ion exchange reaction resulting in very high product yield. Furthermore, physicochemical properties of ionic materials such as [Na][TNS] can be easily tuned by changing the counter cation. In this study, the ionic modification product yields for all five sensors, i.e., [P_{66614}][TNS], [P_{4444}][TNS], [4NB][TNS], [BTP][TNS], and [TPP][TNS], were found to be greater than 98\% (Table 5.1). The chemical structures of these TNS-based GUMBOS are provided in Scheme 5.1. It is important to note that the chemical properties of these compounds such as hydrophobicity, aromaticity, and hydrogen-bonding ability were tuned with variations in the counter-ion.

In order to classify these TNS-based ion pairs, their melting points were studied. Examination of melting points for the five TNS-based organic salts reveals that [P_{66614}][TNS] can also be categorized as a frozen ionic liquid (FIL) since its melting point is under 100 °C.\textsuperscript{40}
Table 5.1 Molecular weight (MW), yield (%), melting point (°C), log $K_{o/w}$, and appearances of TNS-based GUMBOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUMBOS</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>Yields (%)</th>
<th>Melting point (°C)</th>
<th>log $K_{o/w}$</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[P_{66614}][TNS]$</td>
<td>796.22</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[4NB][TNS]$</td>
<td>710.77</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[P_{4444}][TNS]$</td>
<td>571.79</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[BTP][TNS]$</td>
<td>665.78</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[TPP][TNS]$</td>
<td>651.75</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, the other four organic salts, $[\text{P}_{4444}][\text{TNS}]$, $[\text{4NB}][\text{TNS}]$, $[\text{BTP}][\text{TNS}]$, and $[\text{TPP}][\text{TNS}]$, do not fit into the classical definition for ILs, and are therefore, classified as GUMBOS. GUMBOS are defined as solid phase organic ionic materials with melting points between 25 °C and 250 °C. In addition, the FIL, $[\text{P}_{6614}][\text{TNS}]$, can also be included under GUMBOS.
In contrast to traditional ionic compounds, ILs and GUMBOS have relatively lower melting points. The low melting point of these compounds can be attributed to the ‘frustrated molecular packing’ of the associated ions.\textsuperscript{42} The ions found in ILs and GUMBOS are typically bulky and asymmetric, and therefore, amorphous materials. TNS-based GUMBOS studied in this manuscript are listed, in Table 5.1, in order of increasing melting points. In Table 5.1, [P\textsubscript{66614}]\textsubscript{TNS} has the lowest melting point primarily due to the presence of the bulky, asymmetric P\textsubscript{66614} cation, which is also regarded as a ‘universal liquifier’ within the IL community.\textsuperscript{43} Among the GUMBOS materials employed in this study, [P\textsubscript{4444}]\textsubscript{TNS}, [BTP]\textsubscript{TNS}, and [TPP]\textsubscript{TNS} were found to be crystalline. Hence, these compounds exhibited higher melting points, which may be attributed to improved stacking compatibility of their counter-ions. The molecular structures for [P\textsubscript{4444}]\textsubscript{TNS}, [BTP]\textsubscript{TNS}, and [TPP]\textsubscript{TNS} obtained from single-crystal X-ray diffraction are given in Figure 5.1.

A list of selected bond distances and angles for [P\textsubscript{4444}]\textsubscript{TNS}, [BTP]\textsubscript{TNS}, and [TPP]\textsubscript{TNS} generated from single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies is provided in Table C2 in the Appendix C. It is important to note that there are no notable changes in the bond distances of TNS in the presence of different cations. However, certain bond angles of the TNS moiety differ significantly, and may have a direct effect on the chemistry of these sensors, which may be important to sensor array performance.

As mentioned previously, chemical properties of organic salts such as hydrophobicity can be modified significantly by small changes in the counter-ion. In order to demonstrate this phenomenon, the relative hydrophobicities of all compounds were estimated by use of 1-octanol/water partition coefficients ($K_{o/w}$).
Figure 5.1.  The solid state structures for (A) [P₄₄₄₄][TNS], (B) [BTP][TNS], and (C) [TPP][TNS] obtained from single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Solvent molecules were removed for clarity. For comparison purposes, TNS moiety was given the same numbering pattern in all three structures (continues through pages 151-153)
Hydrophobicity of a compound is assumed to be directly proportional to its $K_{o/w}$. The logarithm of 1-octanol/water partition coefficients (log $K_{o/w}$) for each compound is listed in Table 5.1. As inferred from the log $K_{o/w}$ values, relative hydrophobicities of TNS GUMBOS decrease in the order of $[\text{P66614][TNS}] > [\text{BTP][TNS}] > [\text{4NB][TNS}] > [\text{P4444][TNS}], > [\text{TPP][TNS}]$.

5.3.2. Spectral Properties of TNS-based GUMBOS

Absorption and emission spectra for all five TNS-based GUMBOS were measured at concentrations of 10 µM in ethanol. All five compounds showed multiple absorption bands with similar peak shifts and intensities. It is important to note that all absorption peaks observed for TNS GUMBOS are also characteristics of TNS. The longest wavelength absorption band, with absorption maximum at ~355 nm, corresponds to the $\pi - \pi^*$ transition of TNS. The emission that corresponds to $\pi - \pi^*$ absorption band is extremely sensitive to polarity of its environment,
and is often targeted in sensory applications. The molar absorptivity coefficients for these GUMBOS at 355 nm ($\varepsilon_{355}$) are listed in Table 5.2. The fluorescence emission spectra for these TNS compounds were recorded at an excitation wavelength of 355 nm. The corresponding emission spectra were recorded an excitation maximum at ~425 nm.

Table 5.2  Absorption maximum for $\pi - \pi^*$ transition ($\lambda_{abs}$), molar extinction coefficient at 355 nm ($\varepsilon_{355}$), emission maximum ($\lambda_{em}$), and quantum yield ($\varphi_{fl}$) of TNS-based GUMBOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUMBOS</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>$\lambda_{abs}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{355}/10^4$ (M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{em}$ (nm)</th>
<th>% $\varphi_{fl}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[P$_{66614}$][TNS]</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4NB][TNS]</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P$_{4444}$][TNS]</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BTP][TNS]</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[TPP][TNS]</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The normalized absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex}$, 355 nm) of 10 µM [4NB][TPP] in ethanol are given in Figure 5.2. For comparison purposes, the normalized absorption and emission spectra for all five compounds are provided in the SI (Figure C2). Furthermore, absolute quantum yields for all TNS-based GUMBOS along with absorption and emission maxima are listed in Table 5.2. As seen in Table 5.2, absolute quantum yields of these organic salts depend on the counter-ion associated with TNS. In ethanol, the absolute quantum yield of each compound in ascending order is [P$_{66614}$][TNS] < [BTP][TNS] ≈ [4NB][TNS] < [TPP][TNS] < [P$_{4444}$][TNS]. Similar to the parent compound, four of the TNS compounds (except [P$_{66614}$][TNS]) are weakly fluorescent in pH 7.4 buffer. The weak fluorescence signal of these compounds in buffer may be attributed to the presence of small amounts of ethanol, which
was added during the introduction of TNS-based GUMBOS to aqueous solution (see materials and method section for more details). As compared to those four GUMBOS, \([\text{P}_{66614}]\text{TNS}\) is highly fluorescent in buffer. Furthermore, material properties of \([\text{P}_{66614}]\text{TNS}\) appeared to be significantly different from the other TNS GUMBOS. Therefore, material properties of \([\text{P}_{66614}]\text{TNS}\) will be studied further in a future manuscript.
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Figure 5.2. Normalized absorption and fluorescence emission spectra (\(\lambda_{ex} = 355 \text{ nm}\)) of 10 \(\mu\text{M} \ [4\text{NB}]\text{[TPP]} \) in ethanol. Absorption spectrum has been normalized to 1.0 at maximum of the longest wavelength absorbance band, and emission spectrum has been normalized to 1.0 at its maximum. A stoke shift of 66 nm was observed.
5.3.3. Detection and Discrimination of Proteins using TNS-Based GUMBOS

Four of the five TNS-based salts, i.e. $[P_{4444}][\text{TNS}]$, $[4\text{NB}][\text{TNS}]$, $[\text{BTP}][\text{TNS}]$, and $[\text{TPP}][\text{TNS}]$, were selected as sensors for proteins. These four TNS-based sensors display similar spectral properties, and hence, simplify the sensor array approach and data analyses. Sensing of proteins using TNS-based GUMBOS was done using nine different proteins. Human serum is primarily composed of approximately 20 different serum proteins that typically constitute approximately 99% by mass.\textsuperscript{45} In this study, we have selected five of the most abundant serum proteins, i.e., human serum albumin (HSA), α-antitrypsin, fibrinogen, immunoglobulin G (IgG) and transferrin, and four non-serum proteins, i.e., β-lactoglobulin (β-lac), ribonuclease a (RNase A), α-chymotrypsin (α-CTP), and lysozyme.

A comparison of the relative emission intensity ($\lambda_{\text{ex}} - 355$ nm) of 5 µM TNS-based GUMBOS in the presence of these proteins is given in Figure 5.3. The overall concentration of all protein samples was held constant at 100 nM. As mentioned earlier, the parent compound, TNS, is selective towards hydrophobic regions of proteins. Therefore, an increase in emission of TNS-based GUMBOS was expected in the presence of proteins with hydrophobic regions. In the presence of several proteins, the emission intensity of the GUMBOS increased significantly. Specifically, in the presence of HSA, α-antitrypsin, and β-lac all four TNS GUMBOS displayed a partially selective emission response. Furthermore, HSA produced a more than 19-fold enhancement in fluorescence for all four compounds. In contrast, α-antitrypsin and β-lac produced more than 5.5-fold enhancement in seven out of eight sensor responses. Further examination of these fluorescence signal changes in the presence of proteins also revealed different sensor signal patterns for each of the three proteins. In the presence of HSA, the highest fluorescence enhancement was observed with $[4\text{NB}][\text{TNS}]$, whereas $[\text{TPP}][\text{TNS}]$ produced the
lowest fluorescence enhancement. When comparing the relative sensor response for HSA, in the presence of α-antitrypsin or β-lac, [P4444][TNS] produced the highest fluorescence intensity. In contrast, [4NB][TNS] exhibited the lowest fluorescence signal enhancement. However, the two proteins, α-antitrypsin and β-lac, deviate significantly with respect to the intensity of each sensor signal, and the relative signal intensity of [TPP][TNS] and [BTP][TNS]. From the viewpoint of discrimination, the existence of discrete sensor-response patterns for different analytes is extremely important for accurate discrimination.
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Figure 5.3. Relative fluorescence emission intensity ($\lambda_{ex} - 355$ nm) of 5 µM TNS-based GUMBOS at 435 nm in presence of different serum and non-serum proteins. Protein concentrations were fixed at 100 nM in pH 7.4 buffer. Error bars represent standard deviations of five replicate samples.
In order to study the sensor response changes with respect to protein concentration, relative emission intensities of TNS-based GUMBOS at different concentrations of HSA (10 – 100 nM), α-antitrypsin (10 – 500 nM), and β-lac (20 – 500 nM) were measured (Figure 5.4). All four sensors exhibited an increase in emission signal with increasing concentrations of the three proteins. Furthermore, discrete sensor-response patterns, which are unique to each protein and their concentrations, were observed. For HSA, the intensity of the sensor response from lowest to highest increases as [TPP][TNS] < [P4444][TNS] < [BTP][TNS] < [4NB][TNS] for almost all concentrations. For α-antitrypsin, emission intensities of the sensors typically varied in the order of [4NB][TPP] < [BTP][TNS] < [TPP][TNS] < [P4444][TNS]. However, in the presence of lower concentrations of β-lac, the four sensors responses do not exhibit large variations. At higher concentrations, [P4444][TNS] response appears to be significantly higher as compared to the emission intensities of the other three GUMBOS.

In this study, the sensor-response pattern generated by the four TNS-based GUMBOS for each analyte was treated as a sensor-array response. The relative fluorescence intensities obtained from TNS-GUMBOS with various concentrations of HSA, α-antitrypsin, and β-lac were used to develop predictive models for accurate identification at each concentration. Our first experiment involved 21 analytes (HSA – six different concentrations, α-antitrypsin – eight different concentrations, and β-lac – seven different concentrations). For each analyte, five replicate samples were analyzed, producing a total training set of 105 observations/sensor-array responses. First, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the 105 observations. In PCA, four principal components were generated, and the first two components accounted for more than 99% of the variance. Therefore, the first two principal components were used to develop predictive models using linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The PCA plot, second
principal component *versus* first principal component, which corresponds to the analysis of various concentrations of HSA, α-antitrypsin and β-lac is given in Figure 5.5.
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**Figure 5.4.** Relative emission intensity ($\lambda_{ex} - 355$ nm) of TNS-based GUMBOS at 435 nm in presence of different concentrations of HSA (H), α-antitrypsin (A) and β-lac (B). Error bars represent the standard deviations of five replicate samples.
Figure 5.5. PCA score plot using the first two principal components based on the sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors in 21 protein concentrations. Protein concentrations are listed in the legend.
Each protein concentration in Figure 5.5 was found to form a tight cluster with its replicate measurements. In addition, there is a notable separation between each cluster especially at higher concentrations. Examination of Figure 5.5 also revealed two other interesting features. First, the PCA clusters that are responsible for different concentrations of the same protein are arranged in a linear trend. In addition, the concentration of protein gradually increased when going from left to right along the first principal component. Second, visual separation of PCA clusters of the three proteins increases at higher concentrations. Therefore, accurate discrimination of these three proteins at higher concentrations is relatively simple. The predictive accuracy of the resulting model was calculated using LDA, and the cross-validation accuracy for discrimination of various concentrations of HSA, α-antitrypsin, and β-lac was found to be 100%.

As mentioned earlier, we have selected five of the most abundant proteins in human serum to test our sensor array performance. However, TNS-based GUMBOS were not sensitive to three of those five proteins, and were highly sensitive toward the other two. After successful discrimination of various concentration levels for these two proteins, HSA and α-antitrypsin, our next goal was to assess the sensor array performance towards discrimination of these proteins regardless of their concentration. Most sensor arrays, immunosensors, as well as other protein sensing methods, have the ability to discriminate proteins at certain concentration levels. In general, those sensors provide random sensor-response patterns without correlation to protein concentration. Therefore, if the concentrations of proteins are unknown, the discrimination capabilities of those techniques are practically limited or insufficient. In our study, we saw an excellent correlation between sensor-response pattern and protein concentration.

In order to prove that our sensor array can discriminate proteins regardless of protein concentration, two approaches were employed. In the first approach, new PCA and LDA were
performed using the same spectral data for HSA (10 – 100 nM) and α-antitrypsin (10 – 500 nM). However, for the new PCA and LDA analyses, the concentration of protein for each sensor response was not defined. Only the protein identity was defined. The experiment involved 70 observations (six HSA concentrations × five replicates + eight α-antitrypsin concentrations × five replicates); and PCA was performed first. Again, the first two principal components accounted for more than 99% of the variance, and those two principal components were used to develop predictive models. The PCA plot for discrimination of HSA and α-antitrypsin is provided in Figure 5.6. Obviously, there are two distinct clusters for these two proteins. The PCA data points generated from various concentrations of these two proteins follow two different patterns. LDA was performed to calculate the prediction accuracy, and the cross-validation accuracy for discrimination of the two proteins regardless of concentration was found to be 91.7 %. In this analysis, five of the 30 HSA measurements were misclassified as α-antitrypsin. Examination of those misclassified data points revealed that those five points were generated from the sensor array responses, which correspond to 10 nM HSA.

For comparison, a separate set of PCA and LDA was performed on the same 70 observations. In this study, the protein concentration that corresponds to each data point was defined during the analysis. The resulting PCA plot is given in Figure C3a in the Appendix C, and the PCA data points are identical to the previous version of the PCA plot. Therefore, the second version of the PCA plot can be used as a map to identify the protein concentration for each PCA data point. In both PCA plots (Figures 5.6, and C3a), the protein concentrations increase, when going from left to right along the first principal component. Furthermore, separation between the data points of the two proteins gradually increases with concentration, suggesting that discrimination of HSA and α-antitrypsin becomes easier at higher concentrations.
However, it is important to note that, the predictive accuracy of our statistical model can be improved by defining the protein concentration of each data point during the analysis. Thus, this helps to improve the accuracy of the predictive model, especially when protein concentrations are very low. During the second analysis, the cross-validation accuracy for LDA was improved from 91.7 to 100%.

Figure 5.6. PCA score plot using the first two principal components based on the sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors. In this experiment, HSA (red) and α-antitrypsin (black) concentrations were not defined during PCA.

In the second approach, the sensor-response pattern for each analyte, i.e. emission from four sensors, was normalized for the sensor which displayed the highest fluorescence enhancement. Hence, the normalized emission intensity for each sensor ranges from 0 to 1,
where 1 is the normalized emission intensity of the sensor which displayed the highest fluorescence enhancement. Due to normalization, increase in sensor response with respect to protein concentration was insignificant, and only the sensor-response pattern was utilized for discrimination.

First, the 70 normalized observations were subjected to PCA. Three principal components accounted for approximately 99% variance, and those three principal components were used in LDA. The PCA plot constructed using three principal components for discrimination of HSA and α-antitrypsin irrespective of concentration is provided in Figure 5.7. Clearly, there are two different clusters for HSA and α-antitrypsin, and both of those clusters are visually well separated. Furthermore, the cross-validation accuracy for discrimination of the two proteins regardless of concentration was found to be 100%. For comparison purposes, PCA clusters were mapped using a second PCA plot as given in Figure C3b. In addition, a PCA plot with 95% confidence ellipses for the two proteins is given in Figure C3c. Examination of Figures 5.7, and C3b indicates that there is no correlation between PCA clusters and protein concentration. However, there is excellent separation between the clusters of each protein even at low concentrations. In conclusion, both approaches confirms that our sensor strategy is extremely capable of discriminating proteins regardless of concentration, and compared to the first approach, normalization of sensor-response patterns clearly improves the accuracy of discrimination.

We have successfully demonstrated that our sensor array strategy can be used to discriminate proteins not only at a given concentration, but also across a wide range of concentrations. Our next challenge was to apply our sensor strategy for discrimination of protein mixtures. Discrimination of protein mixtures is far more demanding because real samples
typically consist of complex protein mixtures. In this study, we employ TNS-based sensors which are partially selective for proteins. Therefore, our sensors should aid in reducing the complexity of the sample matrix, as well as allow discrimination of multiple analytes at the same time. As an example, HSA and α-antitrypsin are often found in the same sample matrices at significant concentration levels, and therefore, discrimination of such mixtures at different concentrations is extremely important.
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Figure 5.7. PCA score plot using three principal components based on the normalized sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors; PC – principal component. In this experiment, HSA (red) and α-antitrypsin (blue) concentrations were not defined during PCA
Herein, a total of five mixtures of HSA and α-antitrypsin at various concentrations were analyzed, i.e., 10 nM HSA – 100 nM α-antitrypsin, 30 nM HSA – 70 nM α-antitrypsin, 50 nM HSA – 50 nM α-antitrypsin, 70 nM HSA – 30 nM α-antitrypsin, and 100 nM HSA – 10 nM α-antitrypsin. The sensor-response patterns (four TNS-based sensors × five protein mixtures × five replicates) obtained from these mixtures were compared with the response patterns obtained from the pure proteins. Hence, the 95 training sets (five protein mixtures × five replicates + six HSA concentrations × five replicates + eight α-antitrypsin concentrations × five replicates) were subjected to PCA and LDA. Output data from PCA of the 19 analytes are plotted with respect to the first two principal components (Figure 5.8). In this analysis, two principal components accounted for more than 99% of variance, and therefore the values of those two principal components were used to calculate the accuracy of analysis using LDA. By using LDA, the array was able to discriminate these proteins and protein mixtures at various concentrations with 100% accuracy. Therefore, we have successfully used these TNS-based sensor arrays for discrimination of protein mixtures.

Interestingly, examination of the PCA plot in Figure 5.8 reveals that there is excellent correlation between PCA clustering patterns and protein/protein mixture concentrations. When the ratio of [HSA]/[α-antitrypsin] for a protein mixture is high, the PCA cluster of the mixture is arranged close to pure HSA clusters. Similarly, if the ratio of [HSA]/[α-antitrypsin] for a protein mixture is low, the PCA cluster corresponding to that mixture will be arranged close to pure α-antitrypsin clusters. Furthermore, the PCA cluster from different mixtures gradually moves from α-antitrypsin towards HSA with increasing [HSA]/[α-antitrypsin].
Figure 5.8. PCA score plot using the first two principal components based on the sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors. Protein and protein mixture concentrations are listed in the legend. H – HSA; A – α-antitrypsin

Additionally, these correlations suggest that, by employing a large set of training sets which cover a wide range of relative protein concentrations, a predictive model can be generated to discriminate protein mixtures regardless of individual component concentrations. Moreover, it is important to note that even the most efficient sensor array systems, reported to date, have failed to generate a correlation between PCA clustering patterns and protein mixture concentrations. Therefore, from an analytical perspective, this finding shows great promise in further advancing the field of protein sensing.
Finally, in an attempt to study trends in individual sensor responses with respect to HSA and α-antitrypsin concentrations, the relative emission intensity versus protein concentration was plotted for all four sensors (Figure 5.9a-d). As calculated from the plots, the four sensor responses for both HSA and α-antitrypsin concentrations were found to be linear with $r^2$ values of more than 0.99. Hence, the detection limit for HSA and α-antitrypsin was calculated using the equation $3\sigma / m_{sl}$, where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of three replicate blank samples, and $m_{sl}$ is the slope of the calibration plot. For HSA, the calibration plot for [4NB][TNS] yielded the lowest detection limit, which was estimated to be ~ 650 pM. The detection limit for α-antitrypsin was estimated to be ~ 1 nM using the calibration plot for [P4444][TNS].

5.4. Conclusion

In this study, we have demonstrated the concept of using a partially selective fluorescent probe, i.e. TNS, for accurate discrimination of proteins and protein mixtures. A set of four TNS-based sensors, fabricated via ionic modification of TNS to produce GUMBOS, was employed in this array-based sensing strategy. These sensors exhibited differential sensor-response patterns depending on the proteins and their concentration levels. These fingerprint fluorescence-response patterns were statistically analyzed using PCA and LDA in order to accurately identify each analyte. First, PCA responses generated from different proteins clustered separately. Second, PCA responses that are responsible for different concentrations of the same protein are clustered according to concentrations. Furthermore, these clusters were arranged such that the concentration of each protein gradually increases when going from left to right along the first principal component. Moreover, we have demonstrated that this sensor approach can discriminate proteins regardless of concentration. In addition, this sensor strategy has the potential to discriminate protein mixtures at various concentrations.
Figure 5.9. Plot of relative fluorescence emission intensity *versus* the concentration of HSA (red), or α-antitrypsin (black) for (A) [4NB][TNS], (B) [P_{4444}][TNS], (C) [BTP][TNS], and (D) [TPP][TNS]. Error bars represent the standard deviations of five replicate measurements (Continues through pages 169-171)
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Furthermore, these clusters were arranged such that the concentration of each protein gradually increases when going from left to right along the first principal component. Moreover, we have demonstrated that this sensor approach can discriminate proteins regardless of concentration. In addition, this sensor strategy has the potential to discriminate protein mixtures at various concentrations. Due to excellent correlation between PCA clustering and protein and protein mixture concentrations, this new sensor concept is very promising for discrimination of proteins and protein mixtures with very high selectivity and accuracy.

5.5. References


CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. Conclusions

The research work presented in this dissertation is primarily focused on the development of novel sensors and sensor array strategies. These sensor approaches are demonstrated to be extremely useful for facile and inexpensive detection and discrimination of analytes. Two classes of materials were investigated for development of sensors and sensor arrays: ionic liquids (ILs) and a group of uniform materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS). Physiochemical properties of these materials are easily tuned by altering either the cation or the anion through ionic modification. As compared to traditional covalent modification reactions, ionic modifications are extremely simple, one-step, high product yield, and often produce a single byproduct which can be separated by water washing. The ILs and GUMBOS, which are used in this dissertation, are designed to display two different functionalities from the respective cations and anions. As an example, the 12 ILs discussed in Chapter 2 display hydrophobic properties primarily because of the cation, whereas the anions are mostly responsible for the sensing properties.

In Chapter 2, a series of 12 ILs were used to fabricate sensor arrays using different matrices in order to discriminate analytes in both aqueous and vapor phases. In addition, fabrication of an IL-based wearable sensor array was demonstrated using cotton threads as matrix. Fabrication of an IL-based sensor for highly selective and sensitive detection of serum albumins is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a group of closely related alcohols and alcohol mixtures were discriminated by use of a virtual sensor array based on a single IL. Finally, the concept of using GUMBOS for discrimination of proteins and protein mixtures were investigated in Chapter 5. Overall, the sensors and sensor arrays approaches, which are based on ILs and
GUMBOS, are discovered to be very promising for detection and discrimination of a wide range of analytes both in both gas and liquid phase.

6.2. Future Work

Fundamental studies based on colorimetric IL sensor arrays have been completed and were recently published in *RSC Advances* and *Analytical Chemistry* (Chapters 2 and 4). The second part of these studies involves development of more facile and inexpensive IL sensor arrays that are capable of detecting and identifying a wide variety of analytes with higher degree of sensitivity and selectivity. In this regard, new types of ILs should be tested, in addition to pH indicator dye-based ILs, which can exhibit non-specific color-changes in the presence of different chemical species such as volatile-organic compounds (VOCs). The incorporation of ILs with different functionalities improves the dimensionality of sensor arrays, which is extremely important in discrimination of closely related analytes or complex analyte mixtures. It is also important to employ new techniques for printing these sensor arrays on different matrices in order to improve their applicability, sensitivity, and selectivity.

In addition, I have introduced and demonstrated a new approach to fabricate wearable sensor arrays using ILs (Chapter 2). This study is very promising, and overcomes a lot of limitations that are associated with the fabrication of traditional wearable sensor materials. The IL-based wearable sensor arrays are applicable in both aqueous- and gaseous-phase application. However, one of the limitations with these sensors is that they are not washable using detergents. Therefore, future studies are required to investigate new approaches that help to improve the washability of the proposed wearable sensor arrays.
The work related to sensing of proteins in aqueous solutions using ILs and GUMBOS are demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 5. These studies display true potential for developing rapid, facile and inexpensive sensors for the detection of proteins with higher sensitivity and selectivity. The next goal of these studies is to further investigate the interactions between proteins and ILs/GUMBOS, and subsequently apply these sensor materials to identify various proteins directly in biological samples, which is tremendously important for detection of disease states in human at early stages.
APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2

Table A1. List of misclassifications by discriminant model based on three principal component, under cross-classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Misclassified as Substance</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH1</td>
<td>pH7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH4</td>
<td>pH1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH4</td>
<td>pH7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH10</td>
<td>pH7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH13</td>
<td>pH7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃COOH</td>
<td>CF₃COOH</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>CF₃COOH</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCOOH</td>
<td>CF₃COOH</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diethylamine</td>
<td>Triethylamine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>Pyridine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylimidazole</td>
<td>CF₃COOH</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>Diethylamine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyridine</td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triethylamine</td>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triethylamine</td>
<td>Diethylamine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Number of Misclassifications 21
Figure A1. Appearance of ILs (continues through pages 181-185)
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Figure A2. (A) Scree plot and (B) cumulative proportion of variability accounted for by the principal components obtained from the color change profile for the identification of cigarette smoke of Marlboro® red, Crowns® and Camel® by using filter paper based ionic liquid sensor arrays.
Figure B1. Fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} - 490$ nm) of 40 µM [P6614]$_2$[FL] nanodroplets in the presence of same concentration (1.5 µM) of different albumins and non-albumins.
Figure B2. Fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} = 490$ nm) of 40 μM (A) Na$_2$FL, (B) [TPP]$_2$[FL] and (C) [4NB]$_2$[FL] with eight different proteins at the concentration of 1.5 μM (continues through 188-190)
Figure B3. Fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} = 490$ nm) of (a) Eosin B, (b) Eosin Y, (c) Phloxine B (d) Erythrosin B and, (e) Rose Bengal nanoparticles dispersed in different concentrations of BSA (continues through pages 191-194)
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Figure B4. Relationship between relative fluorescence intensity at 512 nm and HSA concentration in human serum. Human serum samples were diluted for 1000 times before analysis. (concentration of [P$_{6614}$]$_2$[FL]- 24 µM)
Figure B5. The fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} - 490$ nm) of 24 µM dispersions of $[P_{6614}]_2[FL]$ at 0 and 120 minutes.
Figure C1-1A. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in negative ion mode for TNS
Figure C1-2A. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in positive ion mode for [P_{6614}][TNS]

Figure C1-2B. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in negative ion mode for [P_{6614}][TNS]
Figure C1-3A. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in positive ion mode for \([P_{4444}]TNS\)

Figure C1-3B. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in negative ion mode for \([P_{4444}]TNS\)
Figure C1-4A. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in positive ion mode for [4NB][TNS]

Figure C1-4B. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in negative ion mode for [4NB][TNS]
Figure C1-5A. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in positive ion mode for [BTP][TNS]

Figure C1-5B. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in negative ion mode for [BTP][TNS]
Figure C1-6A. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in positive ion mode for [TPP][TNS]

Figure C1-6B. Electrospray ionization mass spectrum in negative ion mode for [TPP][TNS]
Figure C2. Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex}$ 355 nm) of 10 µM TNS GUMBOS in ethanol. Emission spectrum has been normalized to 1.0 at its maximum.

Table C1. Crystal Data and Structure Refinement for [TPP][TNS], [BTP][TNS] and [P4444][TNS]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[TPP][TNS]</th>
<th>[BTP][TNS]</th>
<th>[P4444][TNS]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empirical formula</td>
<td>$C_{24}H_{20}P.C_{17}H_{14}NO_3S.0.7(H_2O)$</td>
<td>$C_{25}H_{22}P.C_{17}H_{14}NO_3S.CH_2Cl_2$</td>
<td>$C_{16}H_{30}P.C_{17}H_{14}NO_3S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_r$</td>
<td>664.33</td>
<td>750.67</td>
<td>571.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
<td>Triclinic</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>$P1$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (Å)</td>
<td>14.3436 (10) Å</td>
<td>10.0089 (4) Å</td>
<td>10.3977 (4) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ (Å)</td>
<td>13.8575 (9) Å</td>
<td>10.4658 (4) Å</td>
<td>18.2132 (7) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$ (Å)</td>
<td>18.0804 (12) Å</td>
<td>10.8995 (4) Å</td>
<td>17.4211 (6) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ (deg)</td>
<td>61.537 (2°)</td>
<td>61.537 (2°)</td>
<td>102.071 (2°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$ (deg)</td>
<td>112.786 (2°)</td>
<td>78.686 (2°)</td>
<td>102.071 (2°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ (deg)</td>
<td>66.103 (2°)</td>
<td>66.103 (2°)</td>
<td>102.071 (2°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$ (Å$^3$)</td>
<td>3313.3 (4) Å$^3$</td>
<td>917.68 (6) Å$^3$</td>
<td>3226.2 (2) Å$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$(K)</td>
<td>90 K</td>
<td>90 K</td>
<td>90 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C2. Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (deg) for [TPP][TNS], [BTP][TNS] and [P₄₄₄₄][TNS]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[TPP][TNS]</th>
<th>[BTP][TNS]</th>
<th>[P₄₄₄₄][TNS]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bond Distances</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1—C1</td>
<td>1.778 (2)</td>
<td>1.7741 (16)</td>
<td>1.767 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1—C6</td>
<td>1.397 (3)</td>
<td>1.395 (2)</td>
<td>1.377 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1—C11</td>
<td>1.406 (3)</td>
<td>1.420 (2)</td>
<td>1.395 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1—H1N</td>
<td>0.84 (3)</td>
<td>0.89 (3)</td>
<td>0.868 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1—C10</td>
<td>1.361 (4)</td>
<td>1.373 (2)</td>
<td>1.369 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1—C2</td>
<td>1.412 (3)</td>
<td>1.421 (2)</td>
<td>1.403 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2—C3</td>
<td>1.370 (3)</td>
<td>1.376 (2)</td>
<td>1.364 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3—C4</td>
<td>1.415 (3)</td>
<td>1.423 (2)</td>
<td>1.434 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4—C5</td>
<td>1.419 (3)</td>
<td>1.419 (2)</td>
<td>1.412 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4—C9</td>
<td>1.425 (4)</td>
<td>1.427 (2)</td>
<td>1.412 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5—C6</td>
<td>1.380 (3)</td>
<td>1.382 (2)</td>
<td>1.377 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6—C7</td>
<td>1.422 (4)</td>
<td>1.432 (2)</td>
<td>1.417 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7—C8</td>
<td>1.358 (4)</td>
<td>1.367 (2)</td>
<td>1.357 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8—C9</td>
<td>1.421 (4)</td>
<td>1.425 (2)</td>
<td>1.409 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9—C10</td>
<td>1.409 (4)</td>
<td>1.413 (2)</td>
<td>1.410 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11—C12</td>
<td>1.397 (3)</td>
<td>1.392 (3)</td>
<td>1.384 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11—C16</td>
<td>1.395 (4)</td>
<td>1.399 (3)</td>
<td>1.403 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12—C13</td>
<td>1.391 (3)</td>
<td>1.398 (3)</td>
<td>1.386 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13—C14</td>
<td>1.395 (4)</td>
<td>1.388 (3)</td>
<td>1.381 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14—C15</td>
<td>1.390 (4)</td>
<td>1.396 (3)</td>
<td>1.392 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14—C17</td>
<td>1.504 (4)</td>
<td>1.511 (3)</td>
<td>1.511 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15—C16</td>
<td>1.392 (4)</td>
<td>1.395 (3)</td>
<td>1.367 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bond Angles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6—N1—C11</td>
<td>125.6 (2)</td>
<td>123.35 (14)</td>
<td>128.6 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6—N1—H1N</td>
<td>113 (2)</td>
<td>115.7 (17)</td>
<td>112 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11—N1—H1N</td>
<td>112 (2)</td>
<td>110.1 (17)</td>
<td>119 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10—C1—C2</td>
<td>119.9 (2)</td>
<td>120.38 (14)</td>
<td>119.2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10—C1—S1</td>
<td>118.79 (18)</td>
<td>119.69 (12)</td>
<td>122.1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2—C1—S1</td>
<td>121.28 (18)</td>
<td>119.93 (12)</td>
<td>118.7 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3—C4—C5</td>
<td>122.9 (2)</td>
<td>122.09 (14)</td>
<td>121.6 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5—C6—N1</td>
<td>119.5 (2)</td>
<td>124.85 (15)</td>
<td>124.1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1—C6—C7</td>
<td>121.3 (2)</td>
<td>116.30 (14)</td>
<td>116.9 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10—C9—C8</td>
<td>122.1 (2)</td>
<td>122.10 (14)</td>
<td>122.9 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16—C11—N1</td>
<td>124.4 (2)</td>
<td>118.42 (16)</td>
<td>119.1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12—C11—N1</td>
<td>117.5 (2)</td>
<td>122.47 (16)</td>
<td>123.5 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C3. (A) PCA score plot using the first two principal components based on the sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors. HSA and α-antitrypsin were labeled as given in the legend (B) PCA score plot using three principal components based on the normalized sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors. Different proteins concentrations are given in the legend from top to bottom are 10 nM HSA, 20 nM HSA, 30 nM HSA, 50 nM HSA, 70 nM HSA, 100 nM HSA, 10 Antitrypsin, 20 Antitrypsin, 30 Antitrypsin, 50 Antitrypsin, 70 Antitrypsin, 100 Antitrypsin, 200 Antitrypsin, and 500 Antitrypsin. (C) PCA score plot using three principal components based on the normalized sensor-response patterns obtained from TNS-based sensors: Ellipsoids cover 95% of each cluster; HSA – blue ellipsoid, α-antitrypsin – red ellipsoid (continues through pages 205-208)
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